The Bridge Router can hold all the electronics you’ll need for a small console: I/O cards, mix engines, and DSP processors. Naturally it can also have automatic fail-over DSP and CPU cards to keep you on-air. You can expand the system with a simple cage-to-cage interconnect.

It’s not just a Digital Console, It’s an ENTIRE Audio Infrastructure

You Can Start with a simple AES router with analog and digital inputs and outputs. From there you can add logic I/O cards and scheduling software; you can link multiple master bridge cages together to achieve thousands and thousands of I/O ports; you can create a custom system that includes multiple smaller remote satellite cages — with everything interconnected via CAT5 or fiberoptic links.

But That’s Just the Beginning: you can also add mix engine cards, interface to your automation system; you can choose from two different Wheatstone series control surfaces (D-5.1 or D-9), each specially configured for production room, on-air or remote truck applications. We also provide a full complement of Ethernet protocol remote router control panels, as well as a complete family of plug-in modules that interface the routing system to existing Wheatstone digital and analog standalone consoles.

The D-9 is Compact yet Powerful:
It can route, generate and monitor 5.1 surround signals and produce simultaneous 5.1 and stereo master signals for your dual broadcast chain. The console also provides extensive, rapid communication paths throughout your entire Bridge system. Motorized faders and control setting storage and recall make show-to-show transitions fast, easy and accurate.

Wheatstone Knows Live Audio. The D-5.1 is loaded with MXMs, foldbacks, and clear easy-to-read displays. You’ll have all the power you need when the news breaks! Its intuitive layout helps your operators work error-free, and it can handle and generate all the 5.1 content and simultaneous stereo capability any large or medium market station could need.

Wheatstone the digital audio leaders

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.com
If Only Managing Digital Assets Were This Simple.

Make quick work of managing your station's media assets. Harris Media Asset Management solutions allow you to transform analog and digital media into an integrated digital library that offers fast search-and-retrieve access to exactly what you want, when you want it. It's a scalable and modular solution that grows with you, allowing you to add features and functionality as required. So you can ingest, index, find and retrieve with the click of a mouse. It's a proven system Harris has developed through our decade-long experience in maximizing media assets around the globe. And that can have a simply amazing effect on speed and efficiency throughout your operation.

For more information about the simple-yet-powerful range of Media Asset Management solutions, call 1-408-990-8200, or visit us on-line at www.broadcast.harris.com/automation.

www.broadcast.harris.com
This is technology you can touch. AirSpeed™, a revolutionary new breed of broadcast video server, accelerates your I/O by providing immediate access to incoming feeds. Affordable, reliable AirSpeed systems scale easily and play to air within moments of editing the story — with an interface you already know how to use. Call your Avid broadcast sales manager today or visit www.avid.com/airspeed.
From ingest to playout, nothing stands in the way of a great story.

To be a leader, you have to stay on top of the news, the competition, and the latest technology. That’s why Avid has become a leading choice of news organizations around the world for innovative editing, media asset management, networking, storage, and newsroom systems. Integrated, all-digital, end-to-end broadcast solutions from Avid continue to set the pace in versatility, reliability, and price/performance, so broadcasters can focus on today’s news – and not worry about tomorrow’s technology.
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The Studer Vista 8 with its unique, world-leading Vistonics® user interface ensures fast, intuitive console operation – the key to trouble free broadcasts.

The Vistonics concept of “where you look is where you control” marries the familiar feel of analog consoles with the powerful control features found on today’s digital consoles.

... and with the extra security of a fully redundant control system

With any live broadcast situation, redundancy is essential to ensure constant 24/7 operation. In addition to RAID drives, redundant power supplies throughout, and reserve DSP that engages automatically as needed, the Vista 8 also offers the security of a second complete control system. In the unlikely event of a control system problem, the operator can switch to this back-up system. Most importantly, operation resumes exactly as before, because all settings are constantly mirrored.

With all this, plus legendary Studer sound quality, Virtual Surround Panning, superb EQ and Dynamics, per channel Delay, internal Reverbs, flexible configuration and routing, and more, it’s no wonder that broadcasters around the world are specifying Vista Digital Mixing Systems for their mission-critical applications.
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"Work hard, play hard, and we do them both better than anyone." These are the guiding words that Tom Duff and his partners live by at Optimus - a full service commercial post-production house. Tom's a stickler for quality with an eye for creativity, and he's blown away by the power and performance of Maxell Professional Media. "Maxell offers the superior technologies we need to do our best work." That's why Tom and his people use Maxell Digital Betacam, D-5, HDCAM and DVD. You can email Tom at tduf@optimus.com.

To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 1.800.533.2836 or visit maxell.com.
HDTV's killer ap

Bill Gates recently threw a Hollywood party where he touted his company's latest version of the Windows Media Center — the convergence of TV and PC.

Yeah, right. The company's first attempt at a PC-based entertainment system garnered fewer than 500,000 viewers.

How much do you want to bet that while he may talk a good game, Mr. Gates doesn’t watch entertainment TV on a small PC screen while sitting at a desk?

Today's PC industry still thinks that people, especially those who work in front of a PC all day, are going to go home and sit in front of ANOTHER PC to watch TV. How many times have the experts told them that's not going to happen?

Okay, so maybe I'm not an expert, but I am a TV viewer and I do sit in front a PC all day. Want to know how I watch TV? In one of two ways: Either by listening to a 13in model sitting far away on the kitchen counter while I do other things (in which case I would argue I'm not watching TV at all) or by sitting in my comfortable recliner directly in front of a 57in HDTV with a snack and drink. Now, that's how you watch TV.

Continuing to stoke the PC fire, graphics card company ATI just released its new HDTV PCI receiver card. Some in the media have called the HDTV-on-a-PC approach “HD’s killer ap.” The PC tuner card comes complete with a “DTV antenna” (as opposed to an analog TV antenna?). The card claims to receive HD signals and display them along with stereo audio on your favorite PC.

One Associated Press technical writer reviewing the product, was really impressed, saying, “On my standard television, I never noticed the cloud of dust that's kicked up when a receiver catches a football on artificial turf. Or the beads of sweat on a forehead. Or scratches on a helmet. [With HD] It's all there.”

The writer also discovered that watching TV on a PC doesn’t have all those “hisses and hum so common to standard TV.”

What? If this guy is hearing “hisses and hum” on his TV set, it must be an old RCA CT100. (For you younger readers, that was RCA's first color TV set, released in 1954. It contained about 25 tubes.)

The writer did find a few faults with the PC solution. “Oddly, the remote control doesn’t have an obvious way of turning on the DTV program. It is possible, however, to program a button to do the job.”

I guess he's saying it doesn't have an on/off switch. It's probably behind an icon marked “Start.”

One other apparent shortcoming for this so-called “HD killer ap” is that the tuner card won’t accept cable or satellite signals.

The writer concludes saying, “Though the included software falls short, the entire package shows there may be a bright, clear future for the entertainment PC. Just this week, Microsoft announced that its Windows Media Center 2005 software will support HDTV. It might just have the resources to do the software right.”

Wanna bet?

I don’t think broadcasters need fear that their audiences are going to rush to the PC screen to catch the 11 p.m. news.

Send comments to: • editor@primediabusiness.com • www.broadcastengineering.com
Any format in. Your formats out.

If you need to work with multiple HD formats and SD or are running a hybrid HD/SD facility, then you'll really like our new XVP-801i processor card.

It can automatically detect the input video format, and perform the up and down conversion and processing necessary to maintain two simultaneous outputs, one HD and the other SD, in your chosen station formats.

Working in 1080i but receiving material in 720p? No problem, the built in cross version will take care of it.

This single, affordable module offers high-quality up, down, aspect ratio, and HD cross conversion, as well as HD/SD signal processing, frame synchronization, and 16-channel audio processing.

So if you're looking for more intelligent interfacing solutions, call Miranda.

Miranda Technologies
Tel.: 514.333.1772 - ussales@miranda.com
Digital legal video level

In digital video, eight bits quantize 256 different levels.

The digital video uses values between 16 and 235 for video 0-100IRE.
Zero through 16 and 235 through 255 are overhead.

You said that the legal values for video are 0-100 (700mV); does that mean that levels higher than 100 are illegal in digital?

Is the -7-0 overhead 100-109IRE only a protection area that we should never use for video?

Is it a good practice to set the white clipper at 100IRE for a digital camera integrated in a digital studio?

Claude Lessard

Michael Robin responds:
First, in dealing with component analog video we do not use the IRE notation. That is used strictly with analog composite NTSC. We express analog signal levels in mV. Levels 1 to 16 (-47.19mV to 0mV) and 235 to 254 (700mV to 763.13mV) allow for misadjusted or drifting analog video signal levels, as well as for possible overshoot and undershoot of analog signals. Levels below 1 and above 254 are not digitized, which results in clipping. Setting the camera clipping level to peak white (i.e. 254 or 763.13mV) would be duplicating the following digital equipment function so I don't think it is necessary. However, it would not hurt.

A la carte

Harry,
I read with great interest your article in this month’s [September] issue of Broadcast Engineering. As a religious program producer, I am greatly concerned at the impact a la carte availability would do to the religious programming market. Statistics show that while many enjoy the benefits of religious programming when offered through bundled channel options, few would be willing to pay higher charges for specific channels dedicated to carrying such programming. Not only that, but the higher rates cable outlets charge for such channels would reflect rate increases religious programmers would be forced to pay for such time slot availabilities. Religious programmers have had their hands tied long enough without the further injury of restricted or higher-priced cable outlets.

Rev. Ron Lambros
Rehoboth Baptist Church

Ron Lambros’ comments represent the views of many specialized cable programmers, who feel they will be left behind if the FCC requires a la carte program packaging.

Currently, there is a notice of inquiry outstanding on this issue, but no specific rules have been proposed. Naturally, the cable industry is solidly against the proposal and has produced studies showing that cable rates would go up and diversity would be diminished if it were adopted. On the other hand, Congress has expressed a strong interest in a la carte as a way to reduce cable rates. That is what drove the commission to institute the inquiry proceeding.

Under these circumstances, my crystal ball says that the FCC will delay the matter as long as it can, give it serious consideration but then drop it. Others may have other opinions; no one really knows how this issue will come out.

September Freezeframe:

In September, we asked readers to submit nominations for the most unusual, distinguished or confusing names for television-related products.

Winners:
Paul Byers, Sony PetasFile
Frank Felker, CEL Maurice
Tom Cupp, Accom Dveous digital effects; Spider Pod, Scorpion Pod

Test your knowledge!

See the Freezeframe question of the month on page 8 and enter to win a Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to bdick@primediabusiness.com

Vote and Win!

Vote online for BroadcastEngineering’s Fourth Annual Excellence Awards. See our Web site for details.

www.broadcastengineering.com
SONY
Installs at lengths up to 10m.

New Faithful.

For years, an entire industry has been faithful to Sony PVM monitors. But now there's something better. Sony LUMA™ series LCD monitors are dramatically more space efficient. More energy efficient. More flexible. Impervious to flicker and less vulnerable to ambient light. LUMA monitors have the faithful pictures, brightness, contrast, color depth and viewing angle you expect from Sony. Plus Multi-Format Signal Support, Area Markers, Blue-Only and other production features that video professionals require. And Sony offers a choice of 32, 23 and 17-inch widescreen or 21-inch 4:3 sizes. Sony LUMA™ monitors. The all-new way to keep the faith.

VISIT WWW.SONY.COM/LUMA

Protect your investment with a Sony SupportNET™ Service Contract. Call 1-800-304-7533.

LIKE NO OTHER™
Will your next PC be an affordable DTV?

BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

It is hard to ignore the reality that TVs and PCs are looking more and more similar as the component technologies from which they are built rapidly converge.

It is also no coincidence that the same companies are increasingly making graphics subsystems for PCs and components for the consumer electronics (CE) industry. In some cases, the same company makes graphics subsystems for TVs and set-top boxes and supplies the tuner chips required to receive ATSC broadcasts and connect to digital cable systems. One such company is ATI Technologies. ATI acquired NxtWave Communications in 2002, about the time NxtWave was claiming they had solved the ATSC reception problem.

As it turns out, over-the-air DTV reception may not have been the most important problem to solve. Reaching an agreement between the CE industry and the cable industry to make new DTV receivers digital cable-ready (DCR) may turn out to be more important in today’s marketplace. These industries finally reached an agreement on one-way digital cable compatibility last year. Shortly thereafter, the FCC added the provision that any new DCR set must also include an ATSC receiver.

ATI was ready with a single QAM/VSB tuner chip for commercially available integrated DCR HDTVs. Of the 11 CE companies that have announced digital cable-certified HDTV sets, nine rely on ATI's NXT series components.

But this position may soon be challenged if OTA reception turns out to be more important than being digital cable-ready. Several companies have announced intentions to use the fifth-generation ATSC receiver chip developed by LG Electronics. Recently, the Sinclair Broadcast Group announced that they were going to start promoting DTV broadcasts, in large measure because they believe that the fifth-generation receiver has finally made reception of ATSC broadcasts reliable, even in difficult multipath environments.

FRAME GRAB. A look at the issues driving today's technology

Faster Internet equals more frequent use

More than half of people with broadband use Internet daily

![Graph showing frequency of Internet use by home Internet connection technology](source: U.S. Department of Commerce)

SOURCE: www.commerce.gov
Congratulations on your latest audio post creation. If only the delivery wasn't so complicated.

You know the drill. Generate separate multitrack audio tapes. Hand them off with the videotapes. Then wait—for sync hassles, editing-induced audio artifacts, and maybe even a "one-of-the-tapes-is-missing" call. Talk about audio-post-partum anxiety.

Fortunately, relief is at hand. Dolby® E lets you deliver up to eight channels of superb-sounding digital audio on just two tracks of a digital videotape, using any standard frame rate, even 24P.

With Dolby E, audio and video frames are perfectly aligned. That means no sync problems. No pops or clicks when editing. No fretting about separated tapes. Dolby E can also route eight-channel audio across stereo tie-lines—plus save you loads of server and storage space. How's that for an elegant solution?

Letting go of your creations might never be easy. But with Dolby E, at least you can let go of the worry.

www.dolby.com/DolbyE

Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
100 Potrero Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94110-1699
Telephone 415-558-2000
Dolby and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. Other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
©2004 Dolby Laboratories, Inc.
huge cabinets because they are built around direct view CRTs. By definition, HD is a big screen viewing experience, and that is what most people are buying.

The salespeople will also tell you that consumers are not buying many HD products with integrated DCR/ATSC receivers. As of July, the FCC mandated that 50 percent of all new receivers larger than 36in must include an ATSC receiver. More than two-thirds of the big screen sets ordered by retailers for this Christmas season are still HD-capable monitors without digital tuners.

Recently, the Consumer Electronics Association and the Consumer Electronics Retailers Coalition petitioned the FCC to change the next phase of the DTV receiver mandate schedule. The schedule calls for 50 percent of sets between 25in and 36in to include an ATSC tuner starting in July 2005; 100 percent as of July 2006. But the CE industry wants to eliminate the 50 percent requirement and move the date up to March 2006 for 100 percent of sets this size. They reason that, given the choice, consumers will choose the cheaper monitors without digital tuners. While this appears to be a cooperative gesture, in reality it would give the CE industry another year to sell the cheap mid-sized NTSC receivers that still dominate the market in terms of unit volumes.

PC or TV?

LCD panels are all the rage in the world of PCs. The units are slim, the images are sharp and the prices are falling as new manufacturing capacity is ramping up to meet demand. One of those demands is to turn LCD panels into TVs — to replace the smaller sets that are common in U.S. homes. LCD panels are growing wider, both for PC and TV applications. And, when the size reaches 20in or larger, they typically offer HDTV resolution. Another way of looking at this is to say...
Panasonic DVCPRO P2 is the fastest news gathering system in the field – with rapid acquisition, virtually instant access, quick thumbnail clip selection and seamless package creation. P2 delivers faster* nonlinear editing, with one-step, full-resolution, direct editing on P2-compatible products from leading NLE companies, as well as free P2 viewer software that runs on virtually any laptop PC. With no moving parts, P2 is virtually impervious to environmental extremes of temperature, vibration, shock, and is rewritable up to 100,000 times. Faster is really better!

Find out more at www.panasonic.com/p2 or 1-800-528-8601.

*P2 files conform to the MPEX D1/PAL standard. *P2 makes editing with audio and video essence without file pairing.
that the display requirements for a PC and an HDTV are converging, if they have not done so already. The major difference is the distance one sits from the screen. As PC displays grow past 20in, they become large enough to watch comfortably at TV viewing distances.

Microsoft is trying to turn the home PC into the media center that drives the big screen in the family room. You will soon see ads co-sponsored by Microsoft and Intel, promoting the advantages of the Media Center PC as the hub of your home entertainment systems. The purported advantages include the ability to use the PC as a PVR, a DVD recorder/player and a digital jukebox with all of your favorite music and digital photos.

Meanwhile the CE industry is trying to add intelligence to the TV. Several models of HDTV monitors now come with slots for the various flash memory cards used in digital cameras and IEEE 1394 connections for digital camcorders and other components. But the CE industry is moving more slowly toward the kind of total integration being offered by the Media Center PC concept. It's moving even slower toward a computer-style graphical interface to control home entertainment systems.

The CE industry still favors the idea of appliances that turn on instantly, and do not crash or get sick from viruses. And they still want a home entertainment system assembled from multiple components.

The PC industry seems infatuated with the home entertainment opportunity. This is not surprising because the markets for PCs are flat. PCs have become just another mass-produced commodity. Manufacturers including Dell, Gateway and HP now have TV product groups (see Web links). HP is moving aggressively into the CE space with Media Center PCs, TVs and a range of related products, including an HP-branded Apple iPod portable music player.

Apple just announced the Photo iPod, which stores both music and digital photos. The tiny player can hook directly to a TV to present slide shows with music. Ironically, while Apple has been involved in the development of many of the technologies that are common to both CE and PC products (e.g. FireWire [IEEE 1394] and Wi-Fi) the company seems reluctant to push the Media Center concept at this time. Instead, Apple seems to be slowly transforming itself into a CE company, which is less threatening to potential partners in the CE industry.

The Apple G5 iMac and the Sharp IT-23M1U LCD IT-TV demonstrate just how blurred the lines are becoming between PC and TV. The new iMacs look very much like the rows of...
Faster in the field, faster at the station as well. DVCPRO P2 allows you to produce news faster. Need it really fast? Simply plug in and edit the story directly from the P2 cards in seconds! Need wider access? Ingest from P2 at full-res, either to the NLE workstation or the ingest server, as fast as the hard drives can write – up to 10× real-time. Want to bring back the package? Pack the content on a card or leave P2 in the field and pack it in an off-the-shelf hard drive, as fast as real time. P2 is faster for transferring video and applying last-minute edits, so the story is finished faster. What’s more, P2 offers a smooth migration to HD and offers expandable XVL-based Metadata. Faster is really better!

Find out more at www.panasonic.com/p2 or 1-800-528-8601.

Panasonic ideas for life
LCMs now found in the TV departments of many retailers. The computer is integrated within a 17in or 20

### Web Links

- ATI Technologies
- Microsoft Media Center PC
  - [www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/experiencemore/default.mspx](http://www.microsoft.com/windowsxp/experiencemore/default.mspx)
- HP TVs
- Dell TVs
- Gateway TVs
  - [www.gateway.com/home/ce/tv_index.shtml](http://www.gateway.com/home/ce/tv_index.shtml)
- HP Digital Entertainment Systems
- Apple iMac
- Sharp LCD TV
  - [www.sharpstv.com/products/lctv_monitors/lctv_monitors/it-23m1u/](http://www.sharpstv.com/products/lctv_monitors/lctv_monitors/it-23m1u/)

in widescreen LCD display. The displays are about 2in thick. The 20in model offers 1440x900 resolution. About the only thing the new iMac does not include is a TV tuner.

The new Sharp LCD IT-TV takes PC/TV convergence in an interesting new direction. The 23in widescreen panel offers 1366x768 resolution, a built-in analog TV tuner and all of the interfaces needed for video components, including HD sources. The most interesting twist is that it is an instant-on TV that can also be used as a PC monitor. The only thing missing is the PC.

If it is not obvious already, there must be some convergence going on here. The question is: Where is the convergence happening? The Internet has been abuzz lately about this subject. Type the word convergence into Google search engine and you will get more than 9 million hits.

PC-centric early adopters are yawning. They have been cobbling together media centers with PVRs and other functions for years. However, mainstream HDTV buyers are skeptical. For the most part, they are just buying monitors with the assumption that the best way to future-proof their purchase is to add tuners and other components that can be replaced easily as the technology evolves.

The PC industry may be barking up the wrong tree by trying to take control of the big screen in the family room. Thanks in part to the proliferation of cheap TVs in our homes, and to the "up close and personal" nature of PCs, we have become a nation of personal media consumers. The notion of the family gathering around the electronic hearth during prime time is all but forgotten in a medium that is now driven by highly targeted demographic audiences.

All this makes me wonder if the next PC many folks buy will be their first DTV receiver.

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant at Pcube labs and he hosts and moderates OpenDTV Forum.

Send questions and comments to: cbirkmaier@primediabusiness.com

---

**Xenon**

The Signal Processing Router™

Award-winning multi-format router with built-in Signal Processing Technology™ (SPT)

Xenon's plug-in SPT modules let you bring additional hardware functions into the router, saving money and rack space while simplifying system design.

**SPT modules include:**

- Channel Branding
- Master Control
- Quad Split
- Embedded Audio Processing

Get your **BROCHURE** online NOW!
DVCPRO P2 is off to a fast start and Panasonic wants to thank the television stations across the country that have made P2 purchases. In addition, P2 keeps getting faster thanks to Panasonic’s P2 Alliance Partners. By making the conscious decision to partner with virtually all NLE system developers, P2 is evolving quickly and is supported by a wide range of applications. Discover what news professionals are finding out: the faster you get P2, the better.

KRON-TV, San Francisco, CA
New York 1, New York, NY
KWCH-TV, Wichita, KS
WKRG-TV, Mobile, AL
Entravision Station Group
KALB-TV, Alexandria, LA
KCBD-TV, Lubbock, TX
KFOX-TV, El Paso, TX
KFTV-TV, Fresno, CA
KIRO-TV, Seattle, WA
KTNV-TV, Las Vegas, NV
KRE-TV, Lufkin, TX
KTVI-TV, St. Louis, MO
KTVU-TV, Oakland, CA
KXIN-TV, Houston, TX
Tamberelli-Rental, New York, NY

WNYW-TV, New York, NY
WPXI-TV, Pittsburgh, PA
WBNS-TV, Columbus, OH
WDEF-TV, Chattanooga, TN
WEWS-TV, Cleveland, OH
Wexler Rental, Los Angeles, CA
WFLA-TV, Tampa, FL
WFTV-TV, Orlando, FL
WHIO-TV, Dayton, OH
WJBF-TV, Augusta, GA
WLOX-TV, Biloxi, MS
WNYO-TV, Buffalo, NY
WSOC-TV, Charlotte, NC
WTOV-TV, Steubenville, OH
WTVO-TV, Lexington, KY
WWOR-TV, Secaucus, NJ

Find out more at www.panasonic.com/p2 or 1-800-528-8601.

Panasonic ideas for life
The deadline for filing FCC Form 381, the Pre-Election Certification Form, was Nov. 5. That was the first step in the DTV conversion plan outlined in the FCC's September DTV Transition Order. This article describes portions of the Transition Order and the important upcoming deadlines.

The commission will require broadcasters to fully implement the Program System and Informational Protocol (PSIP) by Feb. 1, 2005. PSIP is data transmitted with the digital signal that provides the DTV receiver with information about the number of channels being broadcast and the programming on each channel. Also, PSIP transmits the content advisories necessary for the use of the V-chip and to make viewers aware of programming ratings.

For licensees affiliated with the top four networks, which are assigned to the top 100 television markets, permanent, full-power DTV facilities must be operational by July 1, 2005. Those licensees that will be operating DTV facilities on channels other than their originally assigned DTV channels will be required to serve 80 percent of the number of NTSC viewers specified as receiving service in the 1997 DTV Table of Allotments. (While financial hardship waivers will be considered, they will require strong supporting evidence and will undergo strict scrutiny.)

To the extent that viewer numbers come into play, the commission will update the population figures with 2000 census information, but will base the “population served” figures on the facility specified in the 1997 DTV Table of Allotments.

The commission adopted requirements that licensees follow the same station ID rules for their DTV station as are applicable to the NTSC station. This information will be included in the PSIP data that is transmitted with the DTV signal.

The commission acknowledged the support of parties for developing rules to permit licensees to place synchronized transmitters throughout their service area to fill in gaps and for more efficient use of the spectrum. The agency also pledged to open a separate fast-track proceeding to address this matter, and directed the staff to adopt conservative standards to process requests on a case-by-case basis in the meantime.
In a modern broadcast environment the key to maximum efficiency is flexibility. Hydra gives you exactly that.

Calrec's new Hydra audio networking system provides broadcasters with a very cost-effective infrastructure for sharing and controlling I/O resources across a network of digital consoles.

Built on gigabit Ethernet technology the Hydra audio system provides a highly reliable and user-friendly system with a very high bandwidth and a clear evolutionary path.

- Gigabit Ethernet fabric provides a cost effective and reliable infrastructure
- Very high bandwidth

Hydra maximises studio flexibility by integrating the widest range of broadcast specific digital mixing consoles via a resilient industry standard networking technology.

Potential cost benefits are significant. Cat-6 cabling reduces wiring and installation costs and a reduction in router size is achieved as all sources and console outputs are available to the whole network.

Hydra ties together any combination of Calrec's three advanced, field-proven digital broadcast consoles to give you a whole new way of looking at the way you work.

- Up to 256 bi-directional channels
- Fibre or copper connections

CALREC AUDIO LTD. NUTCLOUGH MILL, HEBDEN BRIDGE, WEST YORKSHIRE, HX7 8EJ, UK  TEL: 01422 842159  EMAIL: enquiries@calrec.com  WEB: www.calrec.com
Southeast and Mid West States - TEL: (615) 871 0094  EMAIL: ericj@redwoodweb.com
North East States and Canada - TEL: (212) 586 7376  EMAIL: dsimon@studiosconsultants.com
Western States - TEL: (818) 841 3004  EMAIL: jshaller@audiospec.com
Compression basics: Impairments

BY MICHAEL ROBIN

The new digital architectures, like MPEG compression, pose a new set of problems and failure modes. The tools developed for the evaluation of analog video are inadequate for the compressed digital world. The multitude of independent factors that contribute to picture quality in the digital and analog domains differ greatly. Among the MPEG variables affecting the picture quality are:

- The data rate.
- The use of I, P and B frames.
- The number and types of frames between I frames.
- The field/frame adaptive prediction.
- The method of motion estimation and compensation.
- The slice size.
- The buffer size.

**Intra-frame coding impairments**

CCIR Report 1089 proposes a classification of the impairments associated with bit-rate reduction techniques. It is possible to classify the types of impairments associated with intra-frame coding broadly as follows:

- **Slope overload**: The rise time of the original signal cannot be matched and, therefore, edges are blurred.
- **Edge business**: The precise continuity of an edge in the original signal cannot be matched and, therefore, the edges appear noisy.
- **Contouring**: The uniformity or the monotonicity of the original signal cannot be matched and, therefore, a layering effect occurs (contouring effects).
- **Granular noise**: Finely detailed portions of the picture — for example, those below a threshold level — are not available, and the picture has a noisy appearance as a result.
- **Blocking**: The underlying block structure appears.

**Inter-frame coding impairments**

The following types of impairment may occur due to temporal prediction inaccuracy:

- **Temporal slope overload**: Edges of fast-moving objects cannot be matched and, therefore, become blurred during movement.
- **Granularity and edge busyness**: Fine-detailed areas in movement exhibit granular noise effects and edge business.

The following types of impairment may occur as the result of temporal subsampling:

- **Jerkiness**: The smoothness of movement cannot be matched by the compression system, resulting in discontinuities in moving sequences.
- **Temporal aliasing**: High temporal frequency components are folded back.
- **Loss of resolution in moving pictures**: Spatial resolution is reduced during movement.

**Subjective tests**

ITU-R BT.500 sets the standard for subjective measurements. It introduces several new concepts detailed below:

- **Double stimulus impairment scale (DSIS)**: The observers are shown multiple reference scene/degraded scene pairs. The reference scene is always shown first, followed by the degraded scene. The picture quality is assessed using a five-level impairment grading as follows:
  1. Very annoying
  2. Annoying
  3. Slightly annoying
  4. Perceptible but not annoying
  5. Imperceptible

- **Double stimulus continuous quality scale (DSCQS)**: The observers are shown multiple scene pairs with the
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reference and degraded scenes randomly first. The picture quality is assessed on a continuous quality scale from excellent to bad. Each scene of the pair is assessed separately but with reference to the other scene in the pair. Analysis is based on the difference in rating for each pair rather than the absolute values.

- **Single stimulus methods:** Multiple scenes are shown separately. There are two approaches:
  - SS: With no repetition of test scenes.
  - SSMR: The test scenes are repeated multiple times.

Three different assessment methods are used as follows:

- Adjectival: The five impairment grading levels are used, but half-grades may also be allowed.
- Numerical: An 11 grade numerical scale is used.
- Non-categorical: A continuous scale with no numbers or a large range of 0 to 100 is used.

- **Stimulus comparison method:** This method uses two well-matched and calibrated monitors. The differences between scene pairs are scored in one of two ways:
  - Adjectival: A seven-grade (+3 to -3 scale) is used. It is labeled as follows:
    +3 Much better
    +2 Better
    +1 Slightly better
    0 The same
    -1 Slightly worse
    -2 Worse
    -3 Much worse
  - Non-categorical: A continuous scale with no numbers is used.

- **Single stimulus continuous quality evaluation (SSCQE):**
  Instead of separate test scenes, a program is continuously evaluated over a period of 10 to 20 minutes. Data is taken on a continuous scale every few seconds.

Subjective tests work well in development laboratories and pre-purchase system evaluations. Among the advantages of subjective tests are:

- Valid tests results are obtained for both conventional and compressed systems.
- A scalar mean opinion score (MOS) is obtained, which works well over a wide range of still and moving picture applications.

Subjective tests, however, have several important disadvantages. Such tests:

- require the selection and screening of many observers;
- require knowledgeable and meticulous setup and control of equipment and demonstrations;
- require a wide variety of possible methods;
- are time-consuming;
- do not lend themselves to operational monitoring, production testing or troubleshooting; and
- produce variable results.

**Objective test concepts**

Because, in the end, it is the observer's opinion of picture quality that counts, any objective test system must have a good correlation with subjective test results of the same video system and test sequences. Various manufacturers have developed proprietary objective picture-quality analysis (PQA) methods and equipment. The available devices usually compare a signal before compression with the resulting signal after decompression and assign a quality rating similar to the five-level CCIR quality assessment method. There are three agreed-upon objective methods of picture-quality measurements, resulting in three levels of measurement accuracy:

- **Picture comparison method:** As shown in Figure 1, this approach compares original and degraded source video signals (for instance, SDI 4:2:2@270Mb/s), feeding the input of the system under test (MPEG codec) with the degraded signal obtained at the output of the MPEG codec. This method is accurate because it has complete information about the original and the degraded signal. This obviously requires that the test equipment as well as the codec be available to the test personnel, a situation encountered in development laboratories. This test method could be extrapolated to a test situation where the MPEG encoder and the MPEG decoder are not side-by-side and, indeed, not in the same geographical location. In this hypothetical case, it is obvious that the source signal would have to be made available to the measuring equipment. This would require an additional,
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Figure 3. Single-ended test setup

separate signal path that would, by necessity, introduce its own impairments. These impairments would affect the measurement reliability.

- **Feature extraction method**: As shown in Figure 2 on page 26, this approach extracts a reduced amount of data from the input signal and compares it with a similarly reduced amount of data extracted from the degraded signal obtained at the output of the MPEG codec. The test equipment compares the extracted "features" and generates an impairment measurement result. The input feature data (several hundred bytes) can be delivered from a remote location to the measurement site using a low-bandwidth data channel, thus allowing the MPEG encoder and the MPEG decoder to be in separate locations.

- **Single-ended testing method**: As shown in Figure 3, this approach analyzes the received signal for known artifacts and other defects resulting from transmission or the encoding process. Among the impairments tested are "blockiness" resulting from the re-quantizing and variable length coding (VLC) of the discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients.

**Looking ahead**

As more compressed digital systems are installed, the need for fast, accurate and reliable subjective and objective test methods will increase. This need is, and will continue to be, met by ever more sophisticated objective test equipment relying on human vision models to evaluate the picture quality.

Michael Robin, a fellow of the SMPTE and former engineer with the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s engineering headquarters, is an independent broadcast consultant located in Montreal, Canada. He is co-author of *Digital Television Fundamentals*, published by McGraw-Hill and translated into Chinese and Japanese.

Send questions and comments to: michael_robin@primediabusiness.com
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Encoda Case Study: Southern Cross Broadcasting, Australia

**ASSETS:**
- 4 sites
- 23 channels

**MISSION:**
- Centralization
- Improve ROI
- Improve on-air quality

**SOLUTION:**
- Encoda Automation D-Series™

Raoul Prideaux, Southern Cross Broadcasting
Director of Engineering and Technology

"With the rollout of digital television in Australia, we were faced with either rebuilding our 4 regional television stations scattered across eastern Australia or completely rethinking our workflow and centralize. We knew centralizing could save significant capital and operating costs. And after considering all major automation vendors, it became clear that Encoda offered us the features and rock-solid performance we needed for our style of regional affiliate operation. Better still, they provided the flexibility to configure multiple synchronous schedules on one screen. The D-Series automation solution has not only performed to our expectations, but so too has the after-sale support and training." Mission accomplished.
"We wanted to stay on the forefront of HD, but being a public station made it difficult," says Connecticut Public Television's VP of broadcast operations, Haig Papasian. The answer was a Sony HD Select system. "Sony was very helpful. They're not in just one area of the television business. They're in all of it. Sony and our system integrator worked very well together to help us. I've never met a bunch of more agreeable, willing-to-work-for-you guys."

Jay Whitsett, vice president of programming, agrees. "Some products at NAB are just vaporware. Not so with the Sony gear. When we did shootouts, we'd bring in a variety of vendors but Sony always came out on top. And I will ditto that on the service part, which has been excellent. They bend over backwards."

If your own HD challenges extend beyond the box, go with a total HD solution from the company best qualified to provide it. An HD Select system from Sony.

To learn about the HD Select Program and to find out how you can download five free songs, VISIT WWW.SONY.COM/HDSELECT1 OR CALL YOUR SONY REPRESENTATIVE TODAY.
"Our HD Select system provides us the tools to make HD work, end to end."

— Haig Papasian, Connecticut Public TV
If you have video servers in your plant, you probably have not thought about how the video and audio are actually stored in the device. I am no expert on video server internals, but I know that there is a lot happening behind the scenes. And I predict big changes in the not-too-distant future.

First, let's look at the issues behind storing video and audio on disk. Incoming video is isochronous, which means that devices streaming video into a server cannot be told to wait while the server does something else. The server must always be ready to accept an incoming stream. Once it has accepted the stream, the server must continue to accept it at a continuous data rate. And video comes in at high data rates: 270Mb/s for serial digital and approximately 135Mb/s for converted NTSC. These requirements make things interesting for equipment designers.

Servers have to be able to handle a constant stream of high-speed data. However, all computers need time to perform various housekeeping tasks. For example, hard drives used to have to perform an occasional temperature calibration (t-cal) to be sure the heads and the spinning disk were properly aligned. During the t-cal, the hard drives would move the heads to a known physical location. Of course, if the heads were in use at the time, then the drive had to stop writing data during the t-cal. There are many other tasks computers still do regularly, including reading from the keyboard and keeping up with internal clocks. Traditional computer designers generally assume that they can stop the computer momentarily to perform these tasks without the user or application noticing. But this is not the case with a video server.

To solve this problem, engineers worked closely with disk manufacturers to change the behavior of disks themselves. They altered the microcode (the software on the disk interface itself) to make the disks more video-friendly (no t-cals, for example). They also altered the way the server operating systems worked so that they would not have to put incoming streams on hold as often to perform system tasks. Of course, it was inevitable that the servers would have to perform some system maintenance tasks. Engineers solved this problem in two ways. First, they provided dedicated processors to service the disk storage systems. That way, the processor handling disk I/O would not have to be interrupted to handle other tasks, such as reading input from the server's keyboard. Second, the engineers designed disk buffers that would allow the server to store incoming data in a "bit bucket" so it would not be lost while the system performed essential system tasks.

When servers were designed initially, disk subsystems did not have the throughput to handle video. So some designers put a matched pair of disks on a single storage card and made them look like a single disk. They alternated writing first to one disk and then the other, effectively doubling the available throughput of the disk subsystem. In some cases, they installed a completely separate data bus dedicated to moving high-speed video.
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The engineers behind these servers were extremely creative. They answered seemingly impossible demands and created a new class of storage device for broadcast. There is no question that video servers have forever changed the way television facilities operate.

That said, video servers were hardly off-the-shelf computers, and users paid quite a bit for the technology that made them possible. Early servers required carefully matched hardware components, optimized microcode in the hard disks and special operating system software.

Fast-forward a few years and today, as you might expect, things have changed dramatically. While video servers are still not exactly off-the-shelf items, manufacturers are certainly moving closer and closer to using off-the-shelf components in their servers. This trend will continue. You will still have to purchase a purpose-built device for storing professional quality video for some time to come, but this device will be built using commodity components and operating systems.

**The video server of the future**

So, what does the future hold? As disks, processors and computer data buses become faster, manufacturers will not have to spend as much time and effort optimizing and integrating their hardware and software. But users are always demanding ever-increasing functionality, so it is possible that server vendors will have to keep crafting professional server products well into the future.

Here is an example of a new user requirement. The Advanced Authoring Format and the Material eXchange Format (AAF/MXF) used to be viewed only as an import/export model. Manufacturers have typically "hidden" the fact that they take AAF/MXF files apart and store separate video and audio files in their own formats. They then convert these at the edges. (See Figure 1 on page 32.) Few manufacturers expected to store information in their devices as native AAF/MXF.

This is not because manufacturers do not want to use AAF/MXF, but rather because their file systems and hardware have been optimized for performance. However, as time goes on, user requirements for increased AAF/MXF functionality are growing. For instance, users are beginning to expect to be able to do the following:

- Store and retrieve AAF/MXF files
- Manipulate AAF/MXF files stored on the server
- Access content stored on a video server as AAF/MXF over high-speed networks
- Archive using AAF/MXF

Manufacturers may soon find dealing AAF/MXF files natively easier than simply converting it back and forth at the edges of their devices. More powerful computers and faster networking speeds are making working with the native AAF/MXF easier. However, these new user requirements push the manufacturers away from commodity products and back into the realm of products specifically produced for the professional teleproduction market.

**Data retrieval**

Users do not want to store only video and audio. They also want to store information about the video and audio. And of course, storage is only half of the job. Users want to retrieve the information as well. Metadata plays a critical part in locating and retrieving the video and audio information. Searching or retrieving information on a file-by-file basis is difficult, if not impossible. But, manufacturers are creating new video devices that enable users to easily retrieve stored content using metadata contained in the AAF/MXF wrappers. (See Figure 2.) Today's manufacturers are seeing new opportunities to develop products that will help users as they go about their everyday tasks.

Brad Gilmer is the executive director of the Video Services Forum, executive director of the AAF Association, and president of Gilmer & Associates.

**Digital Handbook**

To order Brad Gilmer's book, *File Interchange Handbook for Images, Audio and Metadata* from Focal Press, visit www.focalpress.com or call 800-545-2522. The book is also available from most major booksellers.
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The promise of broadband wireless

BY KEITH DOUCET

Broadcasters have long viewed wireless as an attractive alternative for selected applications where the cost of adding licensed bands and/or fiber represents a significant expense and inconvenience. But traditional wireless solutions, while adequate for limited data and voice applications, have presented multiple challenges on the broadcast front.

Cellular communications are too slow and cannot provide the bandwidth to transfer large files. Nor can they supply adequate security. Interference, especially in urban areas, can compromise quality of signals. And line-of-sight constraints have made connections difficult, if not impossible. Satellite and microwave services can deliver the necessary functionality, but they are expensive.

In more recent years, 802-16-compliant broadband wireless technology has resolved many of the signal and performance problems. Technology features available in today's systems now enable broadcasters to embrace unhampered, reliable broadband wireless communications in some of the world's most challenging line-of-sight environments.

Several technology features available in some of the new-generation broadband wireless equipment now allow broadcasters to break the communications gridlock found in other wireless options and achieve the real-time video feed capabilities they need. These features include:

- 802.16 compliance, which enables users to specify quality of service (QoS) parameters for the guaranteed levels in throughput, latency and jitter they require for real-time voice, video and data applications.
- High spectral efficiency, which lets users capitalize on available bandwidth.
- Orthogonal frequency-division multiplex (OFDM) technology, which enables equipment to deliver non-line-of-sight (NLOS) and optical-line-of-sight (OLOS) capabilities in urban and rural areas.
- License-exempt frequencies, which techniques, which protect from multipath interference and frequency-specific fading tolerance, and provide error-free links under challenging field conditions.
- Over-the-air encryption, which prevents signal interception and provides security levels not available with 802.11.

With broadband wireless, broadcasters can experience high data throughput and secure connectivity.

With broadband wireless, broadcasters can experience high data throughput and secure connectivity for such applications as contribution feeds, newsgathering, redundancy, distribution feeds and temporary links at major events. Rapid, low-cost setup and tear-down allows for easy relocation when required, and antennas can be mounted on relatively low rooftops or

![Figure 1. This diagram illustrates the video feed over broadband wireless between the provider and a broadcaster's main production facilities.](image-url)
SSL C100 Digital Console brings unprecedented level of flexibility to Philadelphia sports broadcaster

With an SSL C100 Digital Broadcast Console installed at the Wachovia Center, and a remote stage box at Citizens Bank Park, local sports broadcaster Comcast SportsNet produces ground-breaking 5.1 coverage of the Philadelphia 76ers (NBA), Philadelphia Flyers (NHL) and Philadelphia Phillies (Major League Baseball) from a single High Definition control room.

C100 delivers ‘Next Generation’ Digital Broadcast Features

- Secure operation with Self-Healing and Redundant hardware
- Future-proof investment (surround-equipped for HDTV)
- Dedicated broadcast design that is simple and powerful
- Cost-effective, scalable design to fit a wide range of budgets
poles - even when line of sight is obstructed. Broadband wireless is the most cost-effective method to provide links over long distances. Equipment can transmit beyond 50mi in a single link, while multiple hop links can be set up to connection locations 125- to 200mi away.

The real-time feed capabilities of each broadband link let broadcasters emulate the full-blown performance of ENG remote units, but at a much lower cost. Camera operators can simply plug their equipment into an encoder, which in turn communicates with the broadband wireless equipment to achieve comparable-quality video images.

For example, a full ENG setup costs a minimum of $200,000 per vehicle. By comparison, a broadband wireless link plus video encoder represents 25 percent of this capital-equipment cost. This capability opens the door for stations with a large contingent of mobile field personnel, limited resources for ENG equipment, or occasional needs. Broadband wireless can, therefore, provide inexpensive portable links to complement an existing fleet or eliminate the need for rentals, which can run up to $1500 a day per vehicle.

An added advantage is that the capacity to run two-way links for video and audio feeds enables reporters in the field to file stories and send and receive scripts for editing. This type of two-way capability has not been achievable to date because, for most wireless options, the return path to remote sites is not as robust as the primary feed. Also, ENG trucks are usually not equipped to provide two-way signals, and cellular simply doesn’t have the bandwidth.

Among other cost savings, a broadband wireless solution also reduces reliance on microwave or satellite links. In addition, the low cost of the equipment — and that it can operate over unlicensed bands — makes redundancy for point-to-point (PTP) communications much more affordable. Typically, broadcasters can achieve redundancy with broadband wireless operating over an unlicensed band for about one fourth the cost of traditional broadcast solutions.

Public broadcaster Thirteen/WNET has been exploring the benefits of broadband wireless. Having successfully deployed a simple point-to-point voice and data link connecting its transmitter in the Empire State Building with production facilities half a mile away, the station has since been looking into broader-based applications for the broadcast industry. These include using video feeds over broadband wireless as a way to reduce operational costs, to link its sister studios and to deploy cameras in the field at significantly less cost.

In recent pilot applications, the station combined its broadband wireless radio links with video encoders to generate streaming video using an MPEG-4 video feed over IP to the studio. The system used broadband wireless equipment for backhaul functions, acting as a network bridge providing real-time streaming of video from mobile cameras operating within a three-mile radius of the studio under NLOS conditions.

While the broadcast industry has yet to explore the benefits of broadband wireless to its fullest, the technology is already proving to perform successfully in challenging broadcast environments. From simple PTP links for voice and data to more complex point-to-multipoint applications, broadcasters are starting to explore numerous ways to leverage the two-way video streaming capabilities. As applications evolve, broadband wireless promises to deliver significant cost savings to the industry and provide the redundancy needed without compromising performance or quality.

Keith Doucet is vice president of marketing and product management for Redline Communications.
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To learn more about the unique advantages of an Omneon Spectrum media server system visit www.omneon.com.
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Studio A in Food Network's new facility in Chelsea Market plays host to as many as 10 episodes of "Emeril Live" in a one-week period 10 times each year. The show employs seven to eight cameras and more than 75 mics.
When Food Network outgrew its Manhattan facilities two years ago, it decided a move was in order. A new location would give it the space to gather all administrative and technical activities under one roof, as well as a new environment that would support its synergy with food and its aesthetic style.

Food Network, owned by Scripps Networks, found its dream home nestled literally on top of the Chelsea Market international food market. It has combined state-of-the-art broadcast technology with a culinary center to come up with a recipe for efficient digital content creation and future growth.

Leveraging the unique location, producers often incorporate colorful, real-life elements from the market below into their programs. The network installed numerous broadcast service panels (BSPs) at strategic locations throughout various food stores in the market to accommodate cameras on triax, wireless mics, and intercom and IFB applications. For a broadcast production facility dedicated to the cooking of food, it seems a natural fit.

The first ingredient
For the past 18 months, the project team has been busy designing and gutting three floors of a group of four old warehouse buildings in the Chelsea Market complex for the new facility. At the same time, they had to maintain an ongoing, full schedule of production and post production in the NYC facility, which could not be shut down during the transition.

The last nine weeks of the installation were decidedly the most hectic. From June 2004 to the production of the first show in the facility on Aug. 6, the team and systems integrator A.F. Associates oversaw the installation of broadcast equipment from Sony, Thomson Grass Valley and other manufacturers. This short time frame was necessary to accommodate the production of "Emeril Live."

It was quite a challenge to make the new facility architecturally sound and hospitable for digital production. With the help of architectural firm HLW International, the team interconnected five adjacent buildings with steel beam walkways and miles of broadcast, IT, CATV and fiber-optic cabling, while raising the top floor of the main building 30 feet to construct a new 7000sq ft production studio with a steel frame and lighting grid.

Because of the layout of the buildings housing the new facility, the team had to snake broadcast cabling under, through, around and on top of old wooden beams and existing structures. In many cases, they constructed raised flooring over the old wood floors to accommodate the maze of wiring.

Several of Food Network’s production activities used to be located in separate facilities throughout NYC. In the new building, the network’s creative services department — responsible for on-air promos created on
Macs with Adobe After Effects, Photoshop and other computer programs - is literally down the hall from where the shows are taped. This saves time and improves productivity. Now projects get completed much faster.

**Mix up some live-to-tape production**

The new facility is mostly digital, except for some legacy analog VTRs and an analog VHS dubbing system, which is interfaced to the digital router. Food Network still works with a number of Betacam SP and other analog formats. The key was to install equipment that would be flexible and allow the network to produce a variety of program types. This includes sending video to the Web, although the Food Network Web site is managed from Scripps’ Tennessee operations facility.

The network shoots most of its shows live to tape and records them to switched masters and isolated VTRs. Editors make post-production changes in the new facility’s five edit suites: one digital linear and four nonlinear based on Avid Technology edit systems (two Avid DS rooms, one Symphony and one Adrenaline system). GigE LAN connects the edit rooms but, currently, editors cannot access files simultaneously because they all use local storage. The facility will implement new network-attached storage (NAS) solutions combined with broadband WAN connectivity, over the next two years, enabling increased collaboration and file sharing locally and to distant locations.

The network, increasingly moving toward the IT world, chose Sony’s IMX format to serve as a bridge. The format allows producers to view MPEG-1 versions of the video footage as needed, then use the actual videotape to edit the shows. They now have 18 IMX decks, five Digital Betacam and a dozen Betacam SP decks for screening and delivery purposes.

Scripps Networks also plans to move to HD production in the near future. That’s why it chose eight Thomson Grass Valley LDK 5000 cameras for the new facility. It can upgrade the cameras easily to accommodate HD when the time comes. The network also chose a Grass Valley Kalypso 4M/E production switcher with a 2000-frame clip store. A 4M/E Kalypso control panel is dedicated to the main production studio. A 1M/E switcher control panel in the smaller “flex” production control room allows the operators to have access to the switcher’s mix/effects channels from the same frame. Most of the network’s shows take two to three M/Es to produce, incorporating limited transitions and wipe effects as well as minimal DVE moves.

**A good helping of digital audio**

A separate digital audio control room connected to the main studio is equipped with a Solid State Logic C100 digital audio console and a portable Yamaha mixing board (contracted as needed for “Emeril Live”). The room also includes the required tape decks, DATs, CDs and other audio peripherals, as well as access to a voice-over booth. Many of the voice-over elements, however, come in from a MUSICAM codec in the post digital audio room through an ISDN connection. An in-house music composer works in the same room, allowing the network to avoid using stock music libraries. The room also offers a full complement of digital audio production gear (such as Avid’s DigiVox Pro Tools) and a voice-over booth.

Four Grass Valley Concerto 128x128 matrix frames route audio and video to the multi-use control room. As part of the design, the director and TD can see and communicate with the program audio mixer through the small window to the left.
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signals throughout the building. These also can handle HD signals (with the appropriate cards installed), but one is now used for SDI video, two for AES audio, and the fourth for time code and machine control. All are under the control of Grass Valley Encore monitoring and control software. A series of Leitch distribution amplifiers and conversion modules round out the redundant distribution path.

Gigabit Ethernet connectivity over fiber and a CAT-6 cable-based local-area network (VLAN), as well as a CATV system distributed throughout the building, facilitate the monitoring of incoming tapes and feeds. The network plans to install server technology and integrate the multiple Sony IMX decks so that producers can easily browse tapes from their desktops. Other noteworthy production equipment includes multiple Pinnacle Systems FXDeko II character generators, conversion products from Miranda Technologies and Ikegami CRT monitors in both production control rooms.

The food is the star

Of course, at Food Network, the food is the star. Unusual jib moves and the use of small lipstick cameras (where appropriate) distinguish the look of the network's shows. Network crews have become adept at anticipating the right camera shots with the correct focus and angles to present the food in its best light.

In the new facility's main studio, crews can expand and contract sets as needed. Most of shows shoot about 40 episodes in two weeks, using an average of five cameras and four wireless Sennheiser microphones. "Emeril Live," however, tapes about 10 shows in a one-week period 10 times each year. The shows employ seven to eight cameras and more than 70 mics. The facility also uses an RTS ADAM intercom system for production. Staff can access the intercom through RF operation throughout the building.

Various network and outside producers shoot in a smaller "flex" production studio, which is also available if needed for a particular show. The facility also includes a new state-of-the-art kitchen with eight food-preparation counters, overhead production lighting, and BSSPs for easy camera and microphone connectivity. Usually this kitchen area, manned by some 60 full-time culinary staff, is used to prepare dishes behind the scenes. But it can be used as a setting for production of a show if needed.

Programs produced at the facility are shown not only on Food Network, but also on Scripps' various broadcast station properties. The network produces a series of syndicated "food bytes" (short cooking vignettes) on a continual basis for Scripps stations' early-morning shows. It also creates a variety of satellite media tours and commercial programs for outside clients. Scripps has signed several video-on-demand deals with cable operators across the country and produces separate content for DVD.

The sweet taste of digital

The new Chelsea Market facility will serve the Food Network for many years to come. It's clear that in today's multi-channel universe, a cooking show is no longer just a cooking show. With the right mix of traditional broadcast production equipment and IT systems, the new facility is serving up a full menu of digital programs more cost-effectively for increased revenue.

At Food Network, food is the star, so a state-of-the-art kitchen plays an integral part, not only in food preparation for the network's shows, but also as a backdrop for production as needed.

At Food Network, food is the star, so a state-of-the-art kitchen plays an integral part, not only in food preparation for the network's shows, but also as a backdrop for production as needed.
ROSS VIDEO

Ross Video Introduces 10 New Multi-Definition Synergy Switchers

OVERDRIVE PRODUCTION CONTROL SYSTEM
OverDrive is a powerful production control system that enables touch screen control over devices used in productions such as news, sports or live events. OverDrive integrates with the Synergy SD and MDX series of production switchers, leveraging powerful control interfaces over video servers, VTRs, DDRs, audio mixers, robotic cameras, routers, still stores and more.

www.rossvideo.com/overdrive/overdrive_overview.html

TALIA NK ROUTING
The NK Series is a new line of compact and cost effective routing switchers. NK routers are available in sizes of 16x16 or 32x32 and in a full range of signal formats including serial digital, analog video, AES/EBU, analog audio and data routing. NK ships with a powerful web browser based configuration system and is available immediately.

www.rossvideo.com/talia/nk/nk_overview.html

GEARLITE MD
GearLite MD is a line of Multi-Definition (High Definition & Standard Definition) products. These include the DAC-9213 Multi-Definition Digital to Analog Converter, the SRA-9201 Multi-Definition Reclocking DA, and the SEA-9203 Multi-Definition Serial Equalizing Amplifier.
A -PVM version of the DAC-9213 is used specifically for Sony PVM/BVM monitors.

Sony, PVM and BVM are trademarks of Sony Corporation
http://www.rossvideo.com/gearlite/gearlite.html

SYNERGY MD/MD-X
MULTI-DEFINITION PRODUCTION SWITCHERS
The Synergy MD and MD-X series offers models ranging from the compact and powerful Synergy 100 MD single ME switcher to the extra large, hyper powerful Synergy 4 MD-X 4 ME switcher. Synergy MD and MD-X support all popular formats of HD and SD out of the box. Using the absolute latest technology, these switchers are full of standard features at a price point that puts a multi-definition switcher within reach of a typical mid-market customer.

www.rossvideo.com/synergy/switchers.html

Cool Practical Technology

NEW! Synergy MD/MD-X
Multi-Definition Production Switchers

NEW! Synergy SD
Digital Production Switchers

NEW! Ross RVS Series
Analog Production Switchers

NEW! OverDrive
Production Control System

NEW! Talia Routing Systems

NEW! NK Compact Routing Systems

NEW! RossGear
Terminal Equipment

NEW! GearLite
Compact Terminal Equipment

NEW! GearLite MD
Compact Multi-Definition Terminal Equipment

www.rossvideo.com
tel: (613)652-4886 fax: (613)652-4425 email: solutions@rossvideo.com
New adventures in remote control

BY DON MARKLEY

Those of us who are becoming more gray and feeble will remember the days when remote control systems were limited in capacity and function. They normally required a metallic pair between studio and transmitter with no transformers as DC voltages. They provided a limited number of controls and metering channels (usually 10) and were only used for nondirectional radio transmitters.

The regulatory feeling was that directional radio stations were so unstable that a first-class radio/telephone operator had to be on-site at all times. This wonderful situation put many technical types through college (including your author). There was absolutely nothing to do, so you could do homework on the job. As for TV stations, the commission fully realized that the operation of one of those monsters was roughly like flying a helicopter — one hand on video and the other on black level at all times. How could that possibly be controlled remotely?

Remote control systems in those days depended on stepping relays that, hopefully, would step synchronously at both ends of the system. The samples of the measured parameters were connected much as they are today, except that some transmitters had control circuits that didn’t match well with anything. Stations often had to design and construct a relay panel to provide an isolating interface to avoid certain system destruction. Oh, how that has all changed.

Today, not only has the commission determined that directional AM antennas are stable and removed the requirement for a licensed operator to be at the transmitter site, it has eliminated all testing for operators. In addition, TV transmitters have been judged sufficiently stable that they don’t need on-site operators either. The result is that remote control systems have become unbelievably complex and capable.

Now, the Internet can provide broadcasters with a high-speed, reasonably secure path for multiple uses. Broadcasters were quick to take advantage of this capability for their transmitter control systems. Earlier systems provided for access to transmitter monitoring and control of a single site from any location through the Internet. That meant the chief operator could access his equipment from the office, home or on the road simply by dialing in with a modem.

Next, systems appeared that allowed technicians to measure the performance of DTV systems and to remotely adjust the necessary precorrection circuitry to maintain proper operation. The ability of those early systems to modify the operating parameters by phone has been carried over into use of the Internet.

Now, operators can use a single control system to access essentially any number of transmitter sites in any location. All they need is an Internet access point. They can use almost any hardware — from a master monitoring system with tons of logging and trend-spotting recording features, to a wireless PDA or cellular browser. This is a bit much for those of us who have only recently convinced our mates that a flashing 12:00 on the VCR
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means that the diagnostics are working properly.

**Today's control functionality**

The new control systems present the data in just about any format desired. Not only do metered parameters actually appear to be on meters, their values can also be shown in bar graphs and on digital readouts. Towers are actually shown as tower-shaped icons with the lights shown in their proper location, indicating whether they are operating properly. Operators can adjust adaptive correction circuitry remotely and simply download software upgrades from the manufacturer. Transmitters are shown in block diagram form, so alarms or out-of-tolerance conditions appear where they exist in the actual system. Figure 1 shows the base screen of one of these remote control systems.

Not everything in the new systems depends on staff input. For example, staff can be notified of fault conditions by e-mail, pager, cell phone messages or good old-fashioned alarms going off in the studio. Systems can route alarms to more than one person, and alarms can vary with the severity of the fault. For example, switching an STL to the hot standby might be cause to notify the local maintenance technician but not rise to the level of notifying the group director of engineering. On the other hand, a full-blown off-the-air fault would lead to notification of several people to ensure the quickest possible response.

Multiple access levels with different passwords are common. One password can allow the engineer full access to monitor and control everything at the transmitter plant. At the same time, a separate password could limit the operator on duty at the studio to normal monitoring and basic corrective procedures. A third level might allow monitoring only, with no control access at all. Furthermore, many of these systems allow more than one staff member to be in the system at the same time without interfering with the others. Obviously, these systems are protected to a high degree by firewalls and passwords — especially those levels permitting control actions.

The password-protected systems available from some companies will also allow the transmitter manufacturer access to install system upgrades, perform diagnostics when problems exist and make some corrective adjustments. This sometimes leads to snivels from technicians that they don't want anyone else having access to “their” transmitters. Those comments are usually from operators that really don't have much of an idea about how the equipment works in the first place. A good operator is always open to help from the manufacturer — in fact, they probably need such help periodically when new challenges arise.

The new generation of control and monitoring systems offers the ability to monitor and operate all the transmitter plants in a large network from a single control location. These systems allow operators, technicians and supervisory personnel access on an as-needed basis, while blocking others’ access. Perhaps more importantly, access to the systems is convenient and fast. Those who need to know what is going on, or think they do, can check on any transmitter in the system using a PDA, even while having dinner. Of course, your guests might consider that rude.
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Automation seems to be a hot topic in our industry. But it's not a new topic. In fact, the first automation system commercially developed and deployed may have been created in 1968 by Broadcast Computer Services (BCS) and deployed at KOLL-TV in Phoenix. The system was an outgrowth of an automated billing system that BCS was developing. It used punch cards to input data to the system, which was not unusual in those days. In 1974 at WTCN-TV in Minneapolis, BCS and Central Dynamics installed a system that provided control of the switcher and also enabled reconciliation back to the traffic system. As a result of those efforts, WTCN touts itself as the first fully automated station in the country.

The way we were
At that time, taped commercials aired from quad VTRs. Much content still played from film chains called islands (perhaps so named because they were huge and needed stable metal plate "islands" beneath them to keep them in alignment). Prerolls were set by an offset on the command and by parking the tape or film several seconds back from the start of media. An instant-start film chain was a luxury, and only the AMPEX AVR-1/ACR-25 quad recorders had near-instant start (about a quarter of a second, nominally five frames). Displays for the automation systems of that period were on ASCII terminals, offering character-mode displays, nominally 80 columns by 25 lines. The comput-
Dennis Raymond (left), WTTW-TV's engineer in charge of broadcast operations, performs program ingest and preps video clips using Sundance Digital's FastBreak Automation system, while broadcast technician Barry Blue (right) operates the main switcher for air operations.

Broadcasters' automation needs are unique and much more complex than most businesses.

We've come a long way

Computers today have come a long way since the early '70s, so it's not surprising that the range of automation options has expanded proportionately. From the small number of automation pioneers in the '70s, the field has grown to an array of manufacturers of hardware and software solutions in a range of prices. Systems can now control from one to literally hundreds of channels. In the case of cable ad insertion, the number of controlled outputs can reach into the thousands using the SCTE 35 ad-insertion protocol. SCTE 35 is intended to allow a program distributor to issue splice commands to remote edge servers or other commercial-insertion systems by embedding the commands in the distributed signal. Essentially, this approach comprises a large distributed automation system where the central site has no direct, real-time control or status of the changes made on a local level.

Similar paradigms exist in the broadcast industry as well. Both the WB network and FOX use remote splicing and/or insertion regularly to distribute content. By so doing, they allow regional stations to insert commercials at the time of air. This precludes distributing many feeds of the same program with slightly different interstitial content. These networks distribute commands within the compressed MPEG stream to edge servers where the action takes place. In more traditional control, a closed loop is established with commands sent out to the far end. Status and, presumably, monitoring are returned to the central site, where as-run logs are justified to the traffic system.

Device control

Until now, device control has been relegated almost entirely to RS-422 control circuits. Over short distances, the communication is highly reliable and offers sufficient speed for nearly any transaction. A few automation companies make products that speak to a small number of controlled devices, mostly video servers, using TCP/IP over Ethernet. Moving to more generalized network control is extremely attractive. The physical layer is simple, and the control dialect can expand to include complicated commands that require specific acknowledgement/negative acknowledgement (ACK/NAK) messages from the controlled device. It can also show status, which is cumbersome to manage over asynchronous circuits.

Recently, OmniBus and Pinnacle suggested to SMPTE that the Media Object Server (MOS) communication protocol could be the basis for a rich language for sending complex control messages to a wide range of network-aware devices. MOS is an XML-based approach to communication between newsroom automation systems and controlled de-
vices. The concept is that the controlled devices would include a MOS-compliant software interface that would allow them to listen to the dialect for a generalized type of device (character generator, teleprompter, video server, etc.). This would simplify developing control systems and controlled devices because both ends would be writing to a known specification that supports common features and requests. Pinnacle and OmniBus say that MOS could offer a standard method of communication for a broad range of automation-related needs.

Figure 1 shows the process for a command that schedules an event, called a Type-S (schedule) event. Figure 2 shows the process for a command for an event that the automation system requires to be executed immediately, called a Type-N (now) event.

MOS proponents say that it offers precisely the kind of device independence that might allow automation to talk to a class of devices in a known dialect without having to write new interfaces to each and every device as manufacturers release (and later modify) them. This would preclude device manufacturers from debugging interfaces to a large number of automation suppliers. End users might be freed from the need to get certification from the manufacturers of all of their controlled devices before upgrading their automation system. Indeed, if the final system works as well as might be expected, an end user might see a day when he or she could change an automation vendor and know that all of the system’s devices will still talk to the new system. That is, perhaps, a lofty goal. But the use of standards in communications between automation and devices has worked well in the past. This was the case when the industry broadly adopted the Louth (now Harris Automation) VDCP protocol for communicating with video servers. Just as VDCP opened up a more level playing field and allowed a modicum of standardization, MOS might permit enhanced functionality.

The proposal suggests that a new profile be established in the MOS protocol to support automation-specific uses. In the past, SMPTE has attempted to create generalized protocols for such uses. Indeed, the ES Buss protocol standardized communications using RS-422 interfaces. ES Buss was never accepted industrywide, though some manufacturers have used it as the basis of their own machine control topology. This time, it seems much more likely that SMPTE can work with MOS due to the base of deployed MOS solutions in a segment of the broadcast industry.

It is also clear that some vendors decided long ago that the services such an approach could offer are so attractive that they warranted proprietary development. A number of vendors have designed device controllers that use IP communication to send commands to localized device control engines that take IP-based commands and translate them into machine language. These interfaces can maintain synchronization using NTP services, even allowing for local-time offsets to ensure that the commands are executed in a deterministic manner over wide-area control networks. The proposal to use MOS as the basis for communication can move these stand-alone control interfaces inside the controlled device, which would then receive standardized commands directly, without translation from IP to RS-422.

This quite recent development shows just how pervasive networks and standardized approaches have become in automation systems. Databases were once proprietary and specific to each installation. Now, off-the-shelf databases like SQL Server hold the playlist and logs for all content of which the automation system is aware. This not only simplifies the job of the code writers developing a system; it also allows backup and restoration plans to use common IT techniques, software, and hardware. This enables local support personnel who are familiar with the products to assist in maintaining broadcast automation with less training specific to a “broadcast-only” product. Conversely, if a station would prefer that mission-critical systems like automation be supported by personnel specific to broadcast operations, it is possible to obtain training from a much
broader range of sources than just the automation provider.

**The user interface**

The user interface is a critical part of the modern automation system. The amount of information that master control operations must have available is staggering. Once a log is processed from traffic and converted for air use, it is likely to have associated with it a number of other lists beyond the air log. These include material dub (content that must be dubbed into a server and prepped for air), satellite record, missing material and purge lists, and perhaps others specific to manufacturers. The lists must present themselves in a way that tells the operator what information is critical at any one moment. A spot that is unavailable might not scroll onto the screen until literally minutes before air, though it may have shown up in numerous other places on dub lists, missing material, etc. The GUI should present the critical information at all times and notify the exceptions in clear and concise ways.

Integrating automation with other products in master control could preclude operators from having to monitor many screens for potential sources of problems. Integrated monitoring systems using flexible monitor matrices can reconfigure the monitoring to suit the needs of the current operational status of many devices.

Take, for instance, a server that has failed to cue a spot. The server might report the exception not only to the control loop connected to automation but also to the master control monitor system, perhaps flashing an icon on the screen to get the operator's attention. It might offer the choice to change to a backup port.

---

**Turns out, the most important component of any station automation solution is people.**

Hundreds of installations have taught us that communication is key. So it pays to work with people who involve you in the design process. People who deliver modular, cost-effective software solutions. And people who stick around to make sure it all works.

Automation just got easier.

www.crispincorp.com  sales@crispincorp.com  919.845.7744
Developments in automation

The monitor system can allow the operator to drill down to the problem without having to use a windowed computer interface and without needing to know how many products the GUI displays. The automation monitor screen would be but one of perhaps several tools available to the operator to help solve complex problems. GUI versions of control panels for the master control switcher, high-level block diagrams with hot spots where he or she can drill down to another screen, and other techniques can allow the operator to combine many screens and enhance his or her ability to run the master control.

The operating system

Any discussion of master control and automation would be incomplete without at least a passing reference to the computer operating system. Most of us have had experiences with the "blue screen of death." And the last place you want to see that is in the automation system. Older systems based on Windows 95/98, OS2 or other operating systems that are not designed to run real-time, mission-critical processes clearly are not wise choices for modern, complex automation systems. Unix, Linux and the latest Windows XP products offer much better protection from "excitement," which is the last thing you want to see. A reboot might be a simple cure, but about what they have certified, and unilateral changes are just not the way to start a good day. Always check first.

The next five years

In the next five years, expect tight integration with asset management, archive, and MXF transfer from spot-and program-delivery service with full metadata support and export to PSIP. Automation is rapidly moving from a machine control engine to facility management and automated, unattended operational capabilities. Automation has come a long way in the last five years. Systems are more stable, cost less to maintain, and offer advanced features and dazzling user interfaces. Carefully reviewing the growth strategy for your system with potential automation vendors will help keep smiles on everyone's faces and keep make-goods a minor headache.
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Today's cable systems are increasingly digital. Armed with a rank of receivers, multiplexers and remultiplexers, a headend can produce hundreds of channels for delivery to viewers. Photo courtesy Scientific-Atlanta.
If a facility is not actively producing HD content locally, any HD signals coming into the facility are invariably in compressed form. Until recently, technological limitations forced local stations to first convert the incoming compressed HD signals back to baseband SMPTE 292 before performing network distribution functions such as switching between local and network, branding, and EAS insertion. But the onslaught of HD and the continued proliferation of cable networks are pressuring the cable industry to employ new ways of handling an ever-increasing traffic load.

**Demands on distribution**

The cable industry grew up as an increasingly complex RF reception and distribution system. Coax was the backbone of the system. That technology, plus the television receiver’s limitations, restricted the program load these systems could carry. Today, anyone able to obtain satellite transponder space can aspire to become a national network and come calling on the cable companies for distribution. It takes staggering amounts of capital and lobbying to gain access to today’s cable distribution chain, but the “wanabes” keep coming. That demand, along with the growing pressure that HD puts on bandwidth, has forced cable infrastructure to evolve.

**Evolving technology**

Compression technology has made it possible to pass more programming through the same bandwidth. Fiber technology can increase the available bandwidth in a given path. Receiver technology, in the form of set-top boxes, has allowed cable operators to offer increased programming to viewers. Most cable systems are evolving from mere distribution systems to something resembling WANs. Just as computer technology has pervaded most areas of daily life, telecom technology is pervading the entire television food chain, from acquisition to viewer. There’s a good chance that broadcasters will eventually handle their program streams much as the cable folks now do.

To handle HD from the terrestrial or satellite broadcaster, cable systems have added what is commonly referred to as a “digital tier.” This tier is mainly virtual in nature because it still occupies bandwidth (i.e., channels) just as have traditional analog channels. The difference between the two is essentially the same as the difference between terrestrial analog and DTV transmission. Like terrestrial broadcasters, cable operators digitally modulate channels to carry digital data streams. Also like terrestrial broadcasters, these channels can carry more than one program stream. On many cable channels that carry local HD streams, two HD streams occupy each channel. That means that the local affiliates’ ABC and CBS HD offerings can travel to the STB on the same channel. The modulation scheme that often facilitates this...
throughput is 256 QAM. With a con- stellation this dense, the operators must monitor the system’s carrier-to-

**For a local affiliate, this is the typical entry point into a cable headend.** A fiber feed from the local station with SD and HD programs enters at the right end of the Maxcom unit. The center coax is the local station’s HD feed wrapped in ASI. The left coax is the baseband NTSC feed from the local station for entry into a traditional analog cable plant.

noise (C/N) levels closely, meaning cable engineers will have to live with the same concern about how close their digital signals are to the error cliff as do broadcasters.

**The bit rate bugaboo**

Most broadcasters today have been confronted with MPEG encoders that take SD and/or HD and produce program elementary streams that feed a multiplexer. The multiplexer takes the various streams and interleaves them into a transport stream. The stream travels to a transmit site where it modulates an ATSC carrier using 8-VSB. Early on, most multiplexers commanded encoders to build program streams for insertion into the transport stream using a constant bit rate (CBR). The program stream used a fixed bit rate whether or not the encoder needed that bit rate for good MPEG encoding. Now, many multiplexers command their associated encoders to use a variable bit rate (VBR) based on the complexity of each individual program.

**Enter the remultiplexer**

The encoder/multiplexer combination has allowed broadcasters to assemble transport streams. But the next entity in the food chain often doesn’t want the total package. As satellite transponder usage increasingly at the program allocation table (PAT) and the program map table (PMT) and filtering out only the desired program streams. It also allows cable operators to add new program services and then generate a new transport stream. Remultiplexers will soon allow cable systems to insert local spots, along with EAS, into digital streams. These boxes are now sophisticated enough to perform local branding, EAS insertion and grooming. Grooming allows the operator to use CBR or VBR techniques to decide how much bandwidth a selected program stream can have, no matter what bandwidth the individual program stream has when it arrives.

These devices can have few or many I/O ports and can be fairly large, allowing cable operators to receive multiple transport streams from a variety of sources for distribution on the necessary channels. From a technical standpoint, there is the increasing realization that, unless there is a compelling reason why a terrestrial transport stream can’t be taken apart, it probably will be.

At least one major network is using the cable method of remultiplexing to insert local affiliate programs and ads,
Here are two generations of cable remultiplexers. The two units on the bottom were state-of-the-art five years ago. The top unit is today’s more powerful version.

as well as branding and inserting EAS on the DTV side of the operation. The network suggests that this remultiplexer be installed as the

station’s final release point. The remultiplexer they use can also be controlled through SCTE 35, a control protocol developed by CableLabs. In the

structure might increasingly resemble cable headend topology.

Jim Boston is an industry consultant based on the West Coast.

In the bag

Thus, when it comes to handling HD, cable systems and terrestrial broadcasters will use processing techniques that are similar in many ways. Many broadcasters, and many cable operators, lean toward non-modulated HD pass-through, riding on ASI through the plant. Cable operators have used remultiplexing to route programs from one transport stream to the next, and broadcasters might find they can add this technique to their

bag of tricks. If broadcasters keep migrating toward a distribution role, with limited local contribution (in most cases, news), television infra-

Unless there is a compelling reason why a terrestrial transport stream can’t be taken apart, it probably will be.
Managing assets with Proximity

BY LUKE TRISTRAM AND SAI KOPPALA

What does media asset management really mean? To broadcasters a media asset is an asset only if it retains value once it has been created. Thus, in simple terms, asset management is the ability to search, locate, repurpose and reuse media over time and across organizations.

Done properly, asset management can deliver enormous efficiency and quality benefits. This requires above all two things: proper integration with the tools that an organization uses to produce, review and distribute media, and the ability to optimize the way people work.

As digital production has become a reality, there has been a widespread adoption of video servers, nonlinear editing systems, template-based graphics and digital newsroom systems. To manage digital content, vendors created databases to hold and distribute the clips and called it asset management.

Unfortunately, the ability to access data inside a vendor’s box and transfer it to another vendor’s product is limited at best. Stations now realize that the various asset management systems and technologies do not talk to one another, thereby creating incompatible digital islands.

Some of the larger vendors have started touting an end-to-end solution — offering everything from NLE, video servers, asset management and graphics — but that leaves the customer captive to one vendor.

Other vendors, like Proximity, have chosen to offer asset management solutions that can tie the various vendors’ equipment together across the entire production cycle. This allows stations to purchase the best equipment for a particular function and tie all the equipment together with an asset management solution that closely replicates existing workflows. Tribune-owned stations, including KWGN-TV in Denver and the NBC O&O stations (NBC “Arthouse”), have taken this approach with news-graphics production.

The platform combines asset management capability with a workflow component and an integration element. Xenostore provides a single media catalog for visibility to all content throughout an organization. The system tracks the order creation, queue management and review and approval of all new graphics. It also can transcode media into the format required by each device.

KWGN recently upgraded its Xenostore graphics management software with Xenotrack workflow soft-

Proximity’s Artbox enables artists and producers to manage all of their work from one interface, resulting in a more efficient and accurate content production workflow.

Done properly, asset management can deliver enormous efficiency and quality benefits.

The WB-affiliated station uses Proximity software to produce a three-and-a-half hour morning news slot each weekday and for its one-hour nightly newscast seven days a week. The graphics department also leverages the software to move and convert graphics for promotional spots and print ads.

With Xenostore, the station’s producers can quickly search to find previously designed graphics for reuse. The database quickly locates desired graphics and places them directly in the newscast, without the need of a designer. Thus, KWGN’s designers can now focus their time on new graphics creation and less on administration.

Interfacing all the devices used in the content-creation process and tracking assets through the production process streamline the station’s workflow.

The system provides producers/journalists in the newsroom with access to assets. It also offers a standardized method to customize assets and tie them to specific stories. Producers/journalists are able to order
new graphics as needed and track the progress of requests. Artists can view all requests for new content on their desktop and electronically assign requests to other artists. Once artists finish creating content, assets are automatically pushed to playout devices and made available for review.

Proximity's newest product, Artbox, is taking this concept further. It manages clips, animations, stills and audio and is targeted at TV promo and news production workflows. Now, artists can manage all of their work from one interface. Artbox integrates format conversion, storage, workflow management and search and retrieval of media into a single device. The content-management module stores media in its native format. Users can search, locate, transfer and transcode media across multiple platforms and formats.

Artbox's workflow-management module introduces the concept of a "project", which gives producers and journalists the ability to associate multiple pieces of artwork that exist in different formats and across multiple devices with a single story. Workflow efficiencies are quickly realized because, among station groups, small market stations now have access to high-quality graphics created by big market stations. The improved on-screen look has a positive and direct impact on news ratings and revenue.

As asset management solutions become more workflow-centric, they will merge with automation solutions. System redundancy, file backup/mirroring and archiving will become even more critical as digital content grows and stations learn how to re-purpose existing content. Broadcasters want interoperability and flexibility, and they want it on their own terms.

Luke Tristram is CEO and Sai Koppala is senior vice president of sales, marketing and support for Proximity.
Triax vs. fiber-optic cable

BY GEORGE HOOVER

As remote television production transitions from SD to HD production, producers and remote facility companies face numerous issues. They must not only design new systems, but also implement the equipment for actual HD production. These issues include deciding among the different options for signal formats or fiber for remote productions. Let’s examine some of the issues.

HD signals from the camera head are essentially uncompressed at 1.5Gb/s. The path from the camera to the base station is one of the few places where HD video has not been compressed. At first glance, this wide bandwidth might seem to suggest that fiber optics is the only way. But, one decision broadcasters should make early on is which camera cable to use.

There are basically two ways to transmit an HD signal from the camera head to the base station in the truck: SMPTE standard multicore fiber-optic cable or triax. SMPTE fiber uses two single-mode fibers — copper for power and copper pairs for initial startup communications between the camera head and base station. Triax is basically heavy-duty coax with an extra shield. Power and data signals are combined and distributed as one across the copper conductors, riding along with the signal.

Dispelling confusion

NEP Supershooters supplies SD and HD cameras that operate on either fiber or triax. Our staff has been directly involved for some time in the industry debate about the choice to use triax for years, technology has been available to transmit the bandwidth-hungry digital signals from super-slow-motion cameras back to the truck on analog triax. This technology can offer the same ability to transmit HD from the camera to the base station.

But uncompressed digital transmission over triax is not currently practical over long distances. Using compressed digital signals introduces several seconds of delay because of the encoding process. Because of this, it is not easily implemented for live multicamera HD production.

Practicality and ease of use

NEP Supershooters has found that using triax greatly simplifies setup in HD and that most stadiums and outside venues are currently wired for it. Laying fiber is costly, from the standpoint of both equipment and labor. With SMPTE fiber cable running seven to eight times the cost of triax, few can afford to install SMPTE fiber and leave it there. So installation and removal are a major financial issue for the producer.

On the other hand, triax is easy to use. An experienced person can fix a piece of triax in a few minutes. If a triax cable gets cut, as it has during the half-time show at every Super Bowl telecast we have done, it can be repaired easily during a commercial break. That’s not the case with fiber; the fiber cable must be returned to the shop for retermination.

To protect against the potential of cut fiber cables at an event, we “home run” all the connections on the field to a central point, and use short pieces or “stingers” to the cameras. That way, if a cable is cut on the field, the staff replaces the stinger, not the home run. The real cost of fiber cable is in the termination. A 100ft stinger costs almost what a 1000ft does. With fiber, this gets expensive quickly.

Some stadiums have preinstalled single-mode fiber rather than SMPTE multicore cable. NEP Supershooters has adapters that work around the

Triax cable has a long and reliable history with broadcasters. It’s low cost and often the best choice for remotes. Photo courtesy Gepco International.
fiber by breaking out the glass, but this means that the camera must be powered from the closest electrical outlet or generator. It's just one more thing to go wrong if the power plug gets pulled or the generator quits.

Going the distance
The HD signals can travel farther on fiber, but triax covers significant distances (up to 2500ft over standard triax) — more than enough for most arena applications. Where longer runs are needed, a single strand of single-mode fiber is the solution. For an auto racing production, we use SD and HD triax cameras on Telecast Fiber Cobras with full camera features. It works well. It's single-mode, single-transfer over fiber, and the pictures are excellent. This method can take the camera out to 10,000ft with no problems.

For the majority of the shows where the cable does not have to go long distances, triax saves time, money and complexity.

There's also the issue of equipment reliability. One of our long-time clients, FOX Sports, has used both fiber and triax for Super Bowl XXVI, FOX NASCAR (including Daytona, where they used both fiber and triax) and the "NFL on Fox." FOX Sports uses triax for most of its telecasts.

Quality counts
As for signal quality, HD cameras on triax won't yield a better picture to the home than would fiber. Ninety-nine percent of our clients request triax. Ultimately, camera manufacturers need to develop cameras that can operate over triax or fiber. That would allow users to pick the solution that works best for each specific production on a camera-by-camera basis.

Our staff does a lot of talking with customers about our HD triax cameras and how they work, but not much about the cable. In many cases, they don't even think about the cable. NEP Supershooters has been to virtually every arena in the country, and the cable issue has never come up. That's because triax is transparent to what we do.

With fiber-only cameras, there's always the worry about how to get enough of the cable, get it installed in time and make it work. Sometimes it's not feasible to use an HD camera because there is simply no way to get fiber to the desired location.

With triax, there are none of these worries. Besides, you get the same results, in terms of picture quality, whether you use fiber or triax.
Processing audio

BY JOHN LUFF

Dictionary.com (you have to love a society that never opens books) defines television as "the transmission of visual images of moving and stationary objects, generally with accompanying sound, as electromagnetic waves, and the reconversion of received waves into visual images." The lack of emphasis on audio is pretty striking. To be perfectly honest, our industry seems to take audio almost for granted, unless the sound is missing or unintelligible. From my days in station operations, I remember few complaints about the quality of the video but many about the quality of the audio. It seems interesting to note that we define the industry by the visual image (HDTV, SDTV, etc.) without including anything in the shorthand to indicate if audio is even present.

Today we generally think of audio as a stereo pair, for broadcasters transmit most programming in a stereo format. However, there are many examples where that is not true; for instance, stereo is difficult to do well in news programming, and adding spatial imaging to the sound field would bring little improvement for the viewer. Of course, cable industry programming often comes with mono audio, and internationally even more of the world is mono. Multiple-language programming is the common use for multiple channels of sound in other parts of the world.

This level of complexity is not unusual. Our company designed facilities for a major religious organization that handled more than 50 simultaneous translations. With the advent of DTV and surround sound mixing, it has become important to handle multiple channels of program audio plus, of course, Descriptive Video Service (DVS). So, how should one handle the routing, mixing and monitoring? The answer is as complex as the problem.

Routing audio

Though digital video has essentially replaced analog video in system designs these days, it is not as true with audio. The reason might be as fundamental as the fact that microphones are analog, or as simple as the view of audio as the stepchild of video, although a colleague in radio once noted that TV is "radio with a light to read by." Fortunately, hybrid analog/digital mixing consoles are reasonably priced these days.

Routing also has grown to offer complexities for a major religious organization that handled more than 50 simultaneous translations. With the advent of DTV and surround sound mixing, it has become important to handle multiple channels of program audio plus, of course, Descriptive Video Service (DVS). So, how should one handle the version inside the routing switcher, with digital and analog audio signals freely routed to analog and digital outputs in some designs. These routers offer the ability to mix AES digital pairs in a flat matrix that enables broadcasters to map any mono signal from any AES stereo pair into any output. They also allow broadcasters to perform phase inversions, left right swaps and mono sums.

The tools of the trade now allow great flexibility. They are compelling and cost-effective, saving interface and conversion hardware cost, and wiring and system design complexity. Of course, the other edge of the sword is complexity for operators.

Often I am asked whether embedded audio makes sense, and the answer is a resounding ... depends. It depends on the type of facility — whether it is a transmission or production facility — and whether the burden of cost and complexity in the embedding and dis-embedding hardware is more than balanced by the lowered cost for single-level routing.

A SMPTE 259M video signal can carry four groups of embedded audio, each with two pairs. This total of 16 mono signals (eight stereo pairs) should suffice for many purposes, if all hardware supported the full capability of the standard. As in all things, it is not that simple. Not all hardware can handle all four groups (of two channels). Some hardware, such as video mixers and compression hardware, may pass nothing through to its output. Thus, it is prudent for the engineer to look at real-world products when considering a design to be sure.
the full range of needed features are really available.

There are other issues with embedding that are slightly more complex than the mere presence or absence of signal. The latency of an embedder for HDTV audio is generally a bit less than 0.5msec. This is not a particularly dif-

ficult problem with a single device. However, when the potential exists for several passes through a similar device, and demultiplexers in the same system, it is clear you should carefully consider timing. While the initial short delay certainly will not create a lip sync problem, the total would cause lots of timing issues within a system.

Then there is cost. Embedding is not a particularly expensive function, but if a system will need many devices for utility purposes, or perhaps for the inputs to an audio con-sole, the cost multiplies quickly. VTRs and some other de-

vices allow simultaneous AES and embedded outputs.

Clearly, when a VTR includes an internal dis-embedder (as most do these days), it reduces wiring complexity and could eliminate the need for separate layers of audio routing.

Synchronization

From the start, digital audio and video were not designed to work together, with SMPTE standardizing the video interface and AES doing the audio interface. This brings up the unfortunate problem of synchronization, which is exacerbated greatly because most digital video systems are locked to clocks that are related to the NTSC frame rate (60/1.001Hz or 59.94005994Hz). Of course, audio could be locked to the same clock, or 48kHz/1.001, or 47.952kHz.

Then there is the issue of sample alignment between audio and video. There are 8008 audio samples in every five video frames, a cadence that is not particularly friendly. As a result, it is not possible to cut audio and video cleanly on every video frame without significant processing of the audio signal to assure that truncated samples do not produce clicks, pops or worse.

Just one word about audio routing with digital signals. A synchronous AES router is highly desirable because the switches are made without disruptions in the AES sample cadence. Most manufacturers offer both synchronous and asynchronous switchers, but you should strongly consider the design issues an asynchronous router could present. An asynchronous router does not particularly care where the switch happens and will switch without regard to AES frame boundaries. You might think of it as a patch bay — a brute force switch. A synchronous AES router, on the other hand, will always output a complete and uninterrupted digital audio signal because all inputs are reframed internally, and switches happen on AES frame boundaries.

Broadcasters also can route multichannel digital audio using Dolby E or other multichannel compressed audio systems. This allows eight robust audio signals to be carried in one AES stream, or up to 64 audio channels to be embedded in groups in an SDI signal.

Keeping that much audio straight would certainly be a challenge! Broadcasters need flexible audio monitoring tools to handle all this complexity, which must include tools to verify the format integrity and levels in AES, as well as the content and metadata in compressed audio signals. And you thought audio would be simple!

John Luff is senior vice president of business development at AZCAR.
**DV Rack**

**Serious Magic DV rack software:** Runs on a PC or laptop connected to a DV camera; provides 10 production tools to assist videographers; allows users to instantly review a clip, scrub to any frame, zoom in, check levels, see audio peaks and compare shots in a split screen; identifies and corrects lighting, video, audio and continuity problems on location.

916-985-9000; www.seriousmagic.com

**DIGITAL MIXING CONSOLE**

**Lawo zirkonXL:** Includes up to 36 channels with modules of four channels each; has a maximum of 192 I/Os simultaneously depending on configuration and includes I/O boards in the variant; features 48 equalizers, 14 dynamic units and 14 limiter units; store console settings on compact flash cards.

+49 7222 1002-0; www.lawo.de

**RIBBON MICROPHONE**

**Nady RSM-2:** Uses a 2in long, two-micron thick ribbon; has a fast, accurate, transient response; capable of ultra-high 165db SPL; has a figure-8 audio directional pattern, increased off-axis frequency response on sides and decreased high-response above and below on axis; choose from gold or platinum finish grill; yoke mic stand mount and XLR cord included.

510-652-2411; www.nadywireless.com

**XLR CHASSIS CONNECTORS**

**Neutrik "AA" series:** Includes a larger surface contact and gold plating at the contact mating area; features a drop-in replacement for comparable "A" series part numbers; low-contact resistance ensures high-contact pressure for added durability.

732-901-9488; www.neutrikusa.com

**CARDIOID CONDENSER MICROPHONE**

**Audio-Technica AT2020:** Features a custom-engineered low-mass diaphragm; provides extended frequency response plus the ability to handle extremely high SPLs; has a fixed cardioid polar pattern; includes a flat, extended frequency response (20Hz to 20,000Hz), high SPL handling capability (144dB), and a wide dynamic range (124dB); pivoting, threaded stand mount is included.

330-666-2600; www.audio-technica.com

---

**SAN MANAGEMENT SOLUTION**

**Tiger Technology MetaSAN 2.0:** Multiple users can access common data files in workgroups with high bandwidth requirements; Windows, Mac OS X and Linux users can share information simultaneously while continuing to use the OS and other tools; is compatible with multiple connectivity technology including Fibre Channel, SCSI, iSCSI and Ethernet.

510-652-2411; www.tiger-technology.com

**SHOTGUN MICROPHONE**

**Sony Electronics ECM 678:** Includes a windscreens, holder, spacer and carrying case; delivers a sensitivity level of -28dB and extremely low inherent noise (less than 16dB SPL); flat-and-wide frequency response is 40Hz to 20kHz; unit is 9.9in long; has a built-in two-position (M, V) low-cut switch; includes a vibration-resistant mechanism.

800-686-SONY; www.sony.com/professional

**DUAL LINK EXTENDER**

**Gefen DVI-2000 HD:** Uses fiber-optic cables to send digital video transmitted through DVI up to 1000ft from the computer; small metal sender and receiver units connect the computer to the extended HD display; one 12V power supply can be connected at either end.

800-545-6900; www.gefen.com
AUDIO METER
DK-Technologies
PT0660M: Supports all common audio sample rates, including 96kHz; includes built-in sample rate converters; combines DK's JellyFish surround display with a rotary control knob on the front panel; has an internal switching matrix; change presets to fit user specifications.
602-765-0532; www.dk-technologies.com

STEREO KIT
DPA Microphones
3521: Comes with two 4021 compact cardioid microphones, a carrying case, the XY/ORTF holder, two gooseneck mounts and two magnet bases for mounting on metal surfaces.
303-823-8978; www.dpamicrophones.com

AUDIO MIXING CONSOLE
Euphonix System 5-MC:
Includes eight to 48 channel strips with eight knobs, moving faders and TFT screen; has an MC Intelligent Application Controller for master control functions; features two modular frames; has the EuCon high-speed control surface protocol for tight and fast integration with the DAW.
650-855-0400; www.euphonix.com

COMPACT AUDIO ANALYZER
Rohde & Schwarz UPV: Suitable for all interfaces, including analog, digital and combined; has dual-channel processing and generation; record and replay audio signals; has a sample rate up to 192kHz; features an integrated PC.
888-837-8772; www.rohde-schwarz.com

SAMPLE RATE CONVERTER
Texas Instruments Burr-Brown Pro Audio SRC4194: Features 144dB dynamic range and -140dB distortion; combines a wide I/O sampling ratio; handles all major audio rates up to 212kHz; can be operated in hardware mode as a stand-alone pin-programmed device.
800-477-8924; www.ti.com

MULTICHANNEL MONITORING SYSTEM
Genelec 8030.LSE PowerPak: Consists of five Genelec 8030A two-way, bi-amped active monitors; one Genelec 7060A LSE series active subwoofer; and a Genelec Acousti/Tape frequency/wavelength measuring tape; setup guide is included for accurate speaker placement, wiring and fine-tuning.
508-652-0900; www.genelecusa.com

MULTICHANNEL TRANSPORTER
APT WorldNet SkyLink: Provides transport of multichannel digital audio over TCP/IP; uses compression algorithm enhanced apt-X to provide a secure method of transferring 5.1, 6.1 or 7.1 multichannel audio plus SMPTE time code over a variety of data links; operates in several different modes using secure FTP transmission, real-time streaming or pseudo-streaming.
+44 28 9037 1110; www.aptx.com

MULTISOURCE DISPLAY
Leitch NEO SuiteView:
Based on the NEO platform; renders multiple video and computer signals in real time to high-resolution computer monitors, plasma or projection displays; mix and match with a variety of other processing modules in the same NEO frame; create a customized, systemwide 24-hour monitoring solution.
800-387-0233; www.leitch.com

MULTISOURCE DISPLAY
Leitch NEO SuiteView:
Based on the NEO platform; renders multiple video and computer signals in real time to high-resolution computer monitors, plasma or projection displays; mix and match with a variety of other processing modules in the same NEO frame; create a customized, systemwide 24-hour monitoring solution.
800-387-0233; www.leitch.com

MULTICORE TRANSPORTER
APT WorldNet SkyLink: Provides transport of multichannel digital audio over TCP/IP; uses compression algorithm enhanced apt-X to provide a secure method of transferring 5.1, 6.1 or 7.1 multichannel audio plus SMPTE time code over a variety of data links; operates in several different modes using secure FTP transmission, real-time streaming or pseudo-streaming.
+44 28 9037 1110; www.aptx.com

UTP CABLES
Belden Brilliance VideoTwist: Offers a single, UTP cable that delivers quality video and data performance; performs reliably when used in component video displays, standard premise Ethernet installations and in blade edge computing/KVM applications.
847-590-1110; www.belden.com
**Add SDI and HD-SDI Inputs to Your Sony PVM / BVM Monitor**

DAC-9213-PVM

Multi-Definition SDI to Analog Component Converter for Sony Monitors

Installs directly in the rear option slot of select Sony PVM / BVM series monitors

**NEW!**

Only $1,395

Cool Practical Technology™

www.rossvideo.com
tel: (613)652-4886 fax: (613)652-4425
email: solutions@rossvideo.com

**GearLite MB Multi-Definition SDI to Analog Component Converter for Sony Monitors**

**NEW!**

ROSS

Cool Practical Technology™

www.rossvideo.com
tel: (613)652-4886 fax: (613)652-4425
email: solutions@rossvideo.com

**ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.**

**EL Series UHF Antenna**

The EL Series UHF Transmitting Antenna for either DTV or NTSC applications

**NEW!**

NK is a compact and very flexible series of routing systems designed for use in broadcast, educational, corporate, and government facilities.

All formats are available in either 16x16 or 32x32 configurations.

Available in analog and digital audio and video as well as data routing formats.

**NEW!**

ROSS

Cool Practical Technology™

www.rossvideo.com
tel: (613)652-4886 fax: (613)652-4425
email: solutions@rossvideo.com

**The HD Maestro™**

Real-time, PC-based

High-resolution (1080i, HD MPEG Encoding Workstation

Input HD-SDI, output DVB-ASI

Based on the LSI Logic DomiNo™ chipset

Perfect for post production HD content distribution

PC platform provides flexibility and connectivity

For more information on the HD Maestro or any DVEO products, call 858.613.1813 Or visit www.dveo.com

Sales@ERlnc.com | +1 (812) 925-6000 | www.ERlnc.com
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TALLY MAPPER™

- Tally Routing & Mapping
- One Button Operation
- Store Maps Internally
- Edit From a PC/Laptop

A Compact Solution, Ideal for Mobile Units and Multiple Production Setups.

Videoframe™
Control System Solutions
Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com

Precision Color Bar & Test Signal Generators

- CSG-50, $379
  - Digitally synthesized full/SMPTE color bars, blackburst, composite sync, 15 Hertz Ref.
  - Built-in timer switches bars to black, tone to silence at 30:60 seconds.
  - Crystal controlled, 1 KHz, 0 dB audio:
  - RS170A, SC/H phased. No adjustments needed.

- CSG-50B, $538
  - All features of CSG-50 PLUS
  - 3-5 outputs of blackburst + subcarrier

- TSG-50, $469
  - Generates 12 digitally synthesized video test signals/patterns
  - Built-in timer switches pattern to black, tone to silence at 30:60 seconds
  - Outputs: video, composite sync, 400/1KHz, 0dB audio tone, 15 Hertz Ref.
  - RS170A, SC/H phased. No adjustments needed.

- TSG-50B, $628
  - All features of TSG-50 PLUS
  - 3-5 outputs of blackburst, + subcarrier

Unconditionally Guaranteed!

Horita
www.horita.com
Contact your local video dealer or call (949) 489-0240

Professional Services

D.L. MARKLEY
& Associates, Inc.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
2104 West Moss Ave.
Peoria, Illinois 61604
Phone (309) 673-7511 • Fax (309) 673-8128
www.dmarkley.com
Member AFCCE

GILMER & ASSOCIATES, INC.
TECHNOLOGY / MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
BRAD GILMER
PRESIDENT
2207 Ring Rd.
ATLANTA, GA 30345
Tel: (770) 493-7421
Fax (770) 493-7421
Email: bginlert@msn.com
BROADCAST ENGINEER wanted for our Pueblo office. Requirements: 5 years experience in television broadcasting, live television production, and electronics repair. Working knowledge of video/audio signals, VTR, RF, satellite receivers needed. Must be able to lift and/or move up to 50 pounds. Ethernet Networking, WINNT4, WIN2000, WINXP, Linux a plus. A General Radio Telephone FCC License or SBE Technician Certification is required. Please send resume to: KOAA-TV, Attn: Quentin Henry, Chief Engineer, Source Code: BE, 2200 7th Avenue, Pueblo, CO 81003. Phone: 719-544-5781, Fax: 719-295-6677, email: mailto:qh@koaa.com web site: http://www.koaa.com E.O.E.

NEWSROOM MEDIA MANAGER - The successful candidate will have extensive television news editorial and producing experience, as well as experience learning and training others in new technology. The Media Manager will participate in the editorial aspect of the daily newscasts, but will primarily focus on implementation and support of non-linear editing, playback and other newsroom production software and hardware. Send resume & cover letter (no calls/faxes) Cathy Simonds, News Business Manager, WPVI-TV, 4100 City Ave., Suite 800, Philadelphia, PA 19131 EOE.

CHIEF ENGINEER - Paxson Communications is seeking a hands-on individual to manage the technical staff along with the design, installation, repair and operation of all technical systems and equipment at a TV station. Requires a minimum of three years managing a television engineering department, FCC license, SBE certification and valid driver’s license. Submit resume with salary history to: Paxson Communications Corporation, Ref: Chief Engineer – St. Petersburg, FL, 11300 4th Street North, Suite 180, St. Petersburg, FL 33716. Fax: 727-576-2876. E-mail: employment@pax.net EOE.

CHIEF ENGINEER (Boston, MA) - WERS-FM and Emerson College seek a highly motivated Chief Engineer for WERS’ FM station, WECB (a carrier current FM station), and the College’s Academic Audio Program. The successful candidate must possess a minimum of five years of experience as a chief engineer or equivalent in a mid-size or large broadcast market, including department management experience; strong FM transmitter and studio equipment repair experience (at component level); current knowledge of FCC Rules and Regulations and familiarity with state-of-the-art audio systems and equipment. This position has a first response requirement for emergencies on a 24/7 basis and includes “Engineer In Charge” status, when required, for broadcast or production events. This individual supervises an assistant engineer and contract help, works closely with WERS Management and audio faculty, and reports to the College’s Director of Engineering. Candidates must possess a high level of experience with Mac and PC systems, Audio/Business/Editing/Remote Control and other software, interfaces and connected audio devices. Other maintenance experience required includes: Avid Editing, Pro-Tools and Cool Edit and analog/digital audio equipment. To apply, please send resume and cover letter to: Matthew Scher, TV, Radio and Film Dept., 120 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116. Email: matthew.scher@emerson.edu. Emerson College is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer focused on workforce diversity.

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER For TV and Radio Facilities, in Las Vegas, Nevada. Must have a minimum of 5 year’s experience, or equivalent. Associate’s Degree in electronics/electrical engineering. SBE Certification preferred. Knowledge of UHF TV and Radio High Power Transmitters, LP Translators STLs and Studio Equipment. Applicant must have computer knowledge of LANs, WANs and computer networking. I am looking for a person with a positive attitude and a team player. Must be able to work in a news environment. This position requires knowledge of digital and analog studios. This is a hands on position. You will be part of a 3-person team responsible for multiple transmitter sites within a 3 state area. A valid driver’s license is required. Deadline: Open. Salary: Open. Application: Cover letter, resume and salary requirements to: Jgarcia@entravision.com, Fax: (702) 434/0527. Director of Engineering, KINC TV 15, 500 Pilot Rd STE D, Las Vegas, NV 89119. KINC TV is an equal opportunity employer.

DIRECTOR OF BROADCAST OPERATIONS AND ENGINEERING EXPERIENCE REQUIRED - WSOC-TV/WAXN-TV, the Cox ABC affiliate in Charlotte, is looking for a Director of Broadcast Operations and Engineering. This is a leadership opportunity for an experienced engineering manager who is operations-oriented with depth in information technology. Good people skills are critical. Our emphasis is on servicing local news, programming and production. Candidates should have a minimum 5 years of experience in television engineering management, an FCC General Radio Telephone License, BSEE and SBE certification a plus. You must have demonstrated success in managing capital and operating budgets, personnel, computer integration and networking, effective maintenance practices and cross training. We’re results-oriented and committed to development of emerging technologies. We’re looking for your commitment to staff development, diversity and customer service as part of a winning team. Please send cover letter and resume to Lee Armstrong, VP & GM, WSOC/WAXN-TV, 1901 N. Tryon St., Charlotte NC 28206. Email lee. Armstrong@wsoc-tv.com. No phone calls please. EOE M/F.
Help Wanted

TURNER STUDIOS, the state-of-the-art digital television complex serving the production needs of the Turner Entertainment Networks in Atlanta, Georgia, is seeking highly motivated, client-service-oriented Engineers to join our team.

We are currently accepting resumes for:

- Data Systems Manager
  - Project and Workgroup Management
  - Digital media workflow and systems
  - Render, Storage, Security, Server

- Production Engineers
  - Audio
  - Editorial
  - Effects
  - Router
  - Studio
  - Design, install, maintain
  - SD & HD Production and Post

- IT Specialists
  - Workstation, application, server support
  - Digital media management and workflow

- Remote Engineers
  - Field Operations is looking for an experienced EIC/Maintenance Engineer to work with us on our HD mobile units.

Successful candidates will be motivated self-starters, detail and deadline-oriented team players, with strong interpersonal, communication and customer-service skills. Minimum 3 years industry experience with strong background in television engineering and cutting-edge post-production technology.

Please send resumes to
Jeff Sharpe - Director of Engineering
Fax - 404-878-4014
Email - jeff.sharpe@turner.com
For more information, please visit:
http://www.turnerstudios.com
http://www.turnerjobs.com

For Classified Advertising Information, Please Contact:

JENNIFER SHAFER
p: 913.967.1732
f: 913.514.3944
jshafer@primediabusiness.com

DECEMBER 2004

Help Wanted

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER - STAFF
To install, maintain and repair station equipment as directed. Familiarity with a variety of Broadcast television systems, i.e. Louth, Avid, Profile, Pinnacle, production switchers, DVE, etc. Three to five years' experience as a Maintenance Engineer. BS degree in a technical discipline, i.e., electrical, engineer or equivalent work experience. Ability to work alone and without supervision. Ability to work under deadline and time constraint. Ability to work various hours including nights and weekends. Also strong computer skills.

Send us your resumes by applying to the job opening on
www.ktla.com or
www.tribjobs.com
Pre-employment background and drug screening required.

KTLA - TV a Tribune Broadcasting station, EOE.
Save Video & Money!

Save your company thousands of dollars by archiving your valuable media on the most durable mediums available today. Archive with SMPTE time code, CC, VBI, RS-422 control and more. Store on optical DVD and hard drive and have global control from anywhere in the world.

For more information and an on-site demonstration www.baystor.com

Which SONY DVCAM RECORDER do I really need?

Eliminates the mystery...

For Sale

816 N. Victory Blvd. Burbank, CA 91502 FAX 818.840.1354

For Sale

BK-2500 Video Vault

Contact Us Today! (888)229-7867 baystor@kardengrouptech.com www.baystor.com
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Problems with frequency allocation

BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Monday-morning quarterbacking is wonderful. It makes it easy for us to see the holes we have dug for ourselves in designing communications systems, especially broadcasting systems.

Join the band
In the 1920s, radio designers grappled with ways to broadcast signals on the medium-wave band. The frequency limitations of the vacuum tubes available during that period restricted radio operation to that band. Spectrum allocation during television’s evolution was also limited to certain frequencies. The lower bands didn’t have the required bandwidth. But, during WWII, developments in tank-to-tank communications on the VHF band produced devices that could serve VHF television.

FM radio broadcast, naturally, was slotted in the next space above the TV services. And, as emergency service and aeronautical needs evolved, they were put at frequencies higher again. Need more television bandwidth? Just slap it in a higher slot by filling out the rest of the VHF bands and reaching into UHF.

So, in 80 years, we managed to fill up the first gigahertz of available spectrum. We were able to slot some point-to-point radio systems in there as well and, of course, legacy analog cellular services.

That’s a do-over
Here’s where the Monday-morning quarterbacking comes in. If you were given the job of spectrum czar, what would you have done differently? First, you probably would have given more consideration to the user than the service provider. In broadcasting, we have always been concerned with putting complexity in the transmitter to make the receivers simpler. But we never thought about where the receiver was.

The vast majority of people watch television in a fixed location (home, office, hospital, etc.). Radio listeners are probably split about half-and-half between listening at a fixed location and listening on a mobile receiver. This justifies a terrestrial radio system that does not employ an onerous amount of spectrum. It’s quite possible that the fairly useless medium-wave band, with its restrictive night operations that allow very few all-day, every-day services, would never be started today. Conversely, it’s likely that the FM band would be extended down another 20MHz to make room for the many programmers who want and deserve spectrum.

With TV, we know where the majority of viewers are. Why would we provide them with a terrestrial broadcast system that is more suited for mobile applications? If we started again today, we would reserve that spectrum for mobile applications, and feed fixed locations with much higher bandwidth copper cable or fiber. We would probably not offer satellite service, simply because it would be better to reserve that spectrum for more important things. As for transient viewers, we would equip any place that an RV or truck can park with a high-bandwidth spigot. That way, public-service mobile communications could use the existing TV bands. It would relieve those public services from the problems stemming from cellular systems and from insufficient channel allocations for dire emergencies. Witness the utter overload and inter-channel confusion in New York City on Sept. 11.

Obstacles
Just getting the mostly VHF analog channel allocations back from the broadcasters would help dramatically, but the date for that has been shot down again. Senator John McCain was plying a bill that would end analog broadcasting in 2009. NAB pressure killed it. We are now back to the 85 percent digital coverage rule that will push the changeover dates to at least 2011 and, in some communities, to 2020. And worse things are looming. An amendment to McCain’s “Save Lives Act” added by Senator Conrad Burns threatens to allow broadcasters to not have to return the spectrum at all. This is bad for the communities that broadcasters serve. It also inhibits technological progress, which is bad for the viewers, the broadcasters and the industry.

Pay it back
Broadcasting, of which I have been a part for many, many years, has had a free ride with spectrum for 80 years. It’s time we stop and take a look at the road behind and the road ahead. This is the right time to be grateful for the ride and to give something back.

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant based on the West Coast.

Send questions and comments to: paul_mcgoldrick@primediabusiness.com

If you were given the job of spectrum czar, what would you have done differently?
Evertz HDSD9545DLY-PRO gives you everything you need to keep profanities from making it on AIR. The HDSD9545DLY-PRO enables the operator to insert the desired time delay via a front panel control and display panel. There are two video paths which are HD and SD compatible. The main program feed will usually be focused on the main detailed action. Both channels are delayed by the same amount. If an offensive event occurs, the operator has only to hit one remote button to cause the program video and audio output to be clean switched to the alternative back-up channel. When the offending material is no longer present, the output can be returned to the main detailed image, all without the audience noticing that an edit has occurred.
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